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ABSTRACT 
An explicit description of a generic irreducible module (possibly infinite dimensional and not 
necessarily diagonalizable over some Cartan subsuperalgebra) over a finite dimensional classical Lie 
superalgebra % of type I is given in terms of its irreducible Oa-submodules. For a finite dimen- 
sional module the result reduces to a character formula, proved earlier by J. Bernstein and D. Leites 
for the Lie superalgebras g/(1 + me), gl(m + E), osp(2+ ne). In the finite dimensional case a charac- 
ter formula for another class, of so-called relatively typical, irreducible modules is also proved and 
illustrated by explicit examples. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove two theorems. The first one gives an explicit descrip- 
tion of an arbitrary generic irreducible $-module, FJ being a classical Lie super- 
algebra of type I (see 0. l), in terms of its irreducible components over the even 
part FJO of Ce. This is a substantial generalization of the Kac character formula 
for typical irreducible finite dimensional S&modules, [K2], [K3] (our definition 
of a classical Lie superalgebra of type I includes also the Lie superalgebras p(m) 
and sp(m), 0.1, to which Kac’s formula was extended by D. Leites in [Ll]). We 
work with completely arbitrary irreducible $&modules on which we impose only 
the condition to be generic (see 1.1). As it is not hard to prove (see Proposition 
1 .l), any such B-module has a unique irreducible (S&,),-invariant F&-component, 
*Work partially supported by NSF grant INT 8819854 and by grant 1004 of the Ministry of Science 
and Education of Bulgaria. 
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where .5Z?d is a so-called distinguished Bore1 subsuperalgebra of % (0.1.2) and 
(%d)l denotes its odd part. This %O-component is the analogue of the go- com- 
ponent containing the highest vector when the module is finite dimensional. 
Reconstructing all remaining irreducible BO-components of the F&module in 
question (in terms of that specific F&-component) is an extremely natural 
problem, closely related to the character formula problem when the module is 
finite dimensional. Theorem 1.1 settles this problem for the class of generic irre- 
ducible %&modules and thus fully reduces the study of these modules to the 
study of generic irreducible modules over the Lie algebra Ce,. As a by-product 
we obtain also an explicit character formula for generic irreducible finite 
dimensional %-modules (extending the Kac formula to this class of modules) 
which had been proved by J. Bernstein and D. Leites for the particular case 
when B=gf(l+ne), gf(m+&), osp(2+ne), [BL], [L3]. Theorem 1.1 has been 
announced in a slightly weaker form in [PS3]. 
Our second result, Theorem 2.1, concerns only finite dimensional representa- 
tions and is a different generalization of the Kac typical character formula. 
Here we are able to extend this formula to the “relative” case, i.e. to the case 
when the typicality condition is satisfied only modulo a certain Lie sub- 
superalgebra of 9. This turns out to be a quite useful formula for explicit com- 
putations as demonstrated by Corollary 2.2, which simplifies character 
formulas obtained previously in [PS2]. 
Two different papers extending our results are to appear in the near future: 
[P4], where in particular Theorem 1.1 is extended (in a weaker form) also to 
classical Lie superalgebras of type II, and [Sn], where a general approach to 
Kac’s character problem for finite dimensional gl(m + n&)-modules is proposed 
and an explicit conjecturable character formula is written down. The first 
author is also preparing the survey [P3], where in particular all preliminaries 
are treated in much greater detail. 
$0. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The ground field is Q=. The (super)dimension of a i&-graded linear space 
T= T, @ T, will be denoted by dim T := dim T, + dim T, . E, E being an odd for- 
mal variable with E* = 1. The same notation will be used also for the dimension 
of supermanifolds. 
0.1. Classical Lie superalgebras and Lie supergroups - Representations 
By definition GL(m + ne) is the general inear complex Lie supergroup of rank 
m + n&, SL(m + ne) is the special linear complex Lie supergroup, OSP(m + ne) 
is the orthosymplectic Lie supergroup (i.e. the connected Lie supergroup 
of GL(m + ne) leaving invariant an even non-degenerate (super)symmetric 
bilinear form on Cm+ne;l in this case necessarily n =2k), Q(m) is the Lie 
1 For simplicity we define OSP(m + ne) as the connected component of unity of the Lie supergroup 
usually called the orthosymplectic Lie supergroup. 
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subsupergroup of GL(m+me) leaving invariant an odd automorphism y of 
Cm+mE with y2=id, P(m) is the Lie subsupergroup of GL(m +me) leaving in- 
variant an odd non-degenerate (super)antisymmetric bilinear form on C=m+mE, 
and SP(m) is the Lie subsupergroup of SL(m +mc) leaving invariant the 
same type of form, gl(m +nc), sl(m +ne), osp(m+ ne), q(m), p(m), sp(m) 
are the Lie superalgebras respectively of GL(m + ne), SL(m + ne), OSP(m + nc), 
Q(m), P(m), SP(m). (Specifying certain concrete series, we shall often write 
just CL, SL, gl, sl, etc.) The listed Lie supergroups and Lie superalgebras will 
be referred to below as the classical (complex) Lie supergroups and Lie super- 
algebras. (The full list of classical Lie supergroups and Lie superalgebras 
contains also certain subfactors of GL(m +ne) and Q(m), and respectively 
of gl(m +ne) and q(m) (see [Kl]), but in this paper we shall for simplicity 
restrict ourselves to the above listed Lie supergroups and Lie superalgebras.) 
The series GL, SL, OSP(2+ ne), P, SP (respectively gl, sl, osp(2 + nc), p, sp) 
will be called classical Lie supergroups (respectively Lie superalgebras) of 
type I. 
In the following subsections we present he main preliminary facts about the 
structure of the classical Lie superalgebras and Lie supergroups, and their 
representations, which we shall need in $1,2. With some exceptions, as for 
instance the partial order I and Proposition 0.1, this material is not new and 
thus we omit most of the proofs. 
0.1.1. Cartan subsuperalgebras nd roots. Let $3 be a (complex) finite dimen- 
sional Lie superalgebra $3 = %e@ %t such that se is (a) reductive (Lie algebra). 
A Cartan subalgebra of %& will be denoted by tie. For any fixed X0, ti shall 
denote the centralizer of X0 in $9, and tit :=%fl 9Je,. One sees immediately 
that .X=tie@&?t and furthermore by the very definition X0 belongs to the 
centre of X ~6 will be called a Cartan subsuperalgebra of 3 (in this way 
Cartan subsuperalgebras of $ are in l-l correspondence with Cartan sub- 
algebras of go). If B is classical and B fq, Y6=ti0 for any .%$c, and for YJ = q 
dim X1 = (dim&e)&. Weights are by definition all elements of tie* for some 
fixed se. The roots O(9), or simply d when 8 is clear from the context, 
are the non-zero weights in the weight decomposition of $, $ = @,+ sa, 
where YJa = {ge 9 1 [h, g] = a(h)g Vh EGF&}. (A exists only when 9r is a semi- 
simple X0-module). We set 
A, = {YEA 1 g,n szofoj. 
1 1 
Then d = de U d 1, and furthermore for a classical 8, ZJ # q, A,, n A, = 0. In 
this case the elements of de are called even roots and the elements of d, are 
called odd roots. (For ?J = q, A0 = d 1, but one can accept a convention allowing 
us to consider d as the union of de and d 1 also for $ = q (see [P2]); in the pre- 
sent paper we do not really need this convention.) We set also 
d’ := {aed ) -affLl}. 
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A= 0 for any classical B except B = p,sp. For $3 = p(m),sp(m), #6= m. 
If $ fq and (r E A \A, g, and h, will denote generators respectively of the 
l-dimensional subspaces CCJa and [8,, 9_,] C.J&; it is immediate to check that 
a@,) = 0 for any a E A ,\A when 9 = gf, sl, p, sp and for any (Y E A, such that 
2a $ A when B = osp. 
We shall need some explicit forms for the weights of gl, sl, osp(2 + ne), p, sp. 
Since gl(m + ~2.5)~ = g,(m) @gl(n), sl(m + ne), = sl(m) @s&n) @ C, osp(2 + ne)e 2: 
C @ sp(n) (where n = 2k), p(m), = g/(m), opt = d(m), we can introduce 
standard bases in tie* as follows: 
q,...,e,,4,..., 6, for gl(m + ne), 
&I -&~,&2-&3,..., &,-d,,6,-cs2 ,..., S, _, - S, for sl(m + ne), 
e,,&, .-.,4l,2 for osp(2 + ne), 
El, 0.. , &I for p(m), 
El -E2,&2-E3,...,&,_1-E, for sp(m). 
The standard coordinates of a weight A ECX$* are defined from the relations 
A= ,$ liEi+ i I m+j Sj for gl(m + n&), sl(m + n&), 
i=l j=l 
n/2+1 
A=Al&l+ C Aidi- for osp(2 + ne), 
r=2 
A = i li&i for p(m), sp(m) 
i=l 
(for sl(m + ne) and sp(m) we automatically assume respectively the relations 
i &-i Aj=Oo, g li=O)* 
i=l j=l i=l 
Below we will write pi (where 1 I is m + n for gl(m + ne), sl(m + n&), 1~ is 
I+ n/2 for osp(2 +ne), and 1 firm for 8 =p(m), sp(m)) without further 
comments. 
The explicit form of roots in the five cases considered is 
Ao={ei-ej 1 l<i#_i-cm) U {a,-6,) lS’k#lln} 
Al = {Ei-fik 1 llism; l<kSn) 
for 8 = g&m + ne), 
sl(m+ne), 
A0 = {6,-6,\ lSk#tlSn/2} U {+(&+6,) 1 l~k, lln/2} 
Al = {f(e,-&), -c(E~+&)) lskIn/2} 1 
for %=osp(2+ne), 
do= {&i-&j ( lli#j<m) 
A~~{+(E~+~~)~l~i#j~~}U{-2~~]1~i~m} 
for $=p(m), sp(m). 
For any classical 8 we shall denote by (. , - )red the bilinear form on X0* 
induced by the Killing form. The Lie superalgebras B =gl, sl, osp admit a 
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g-invariant non-degenerate bilinear form (which however does not necessarily 
coincide with the Killing form) and (. , e ) shall denote a corresponding bilinear 
form induced on &$*. p,sp admit no non-degenerate invariant bilinear form 
and thus in these cases only the form ( e, . )red will be considered. 
0.1.2. Bore1 and parabolic Lie subsuperalgebras and subsupergroups. Bore1 
and parabolic Lie subsupergroups and Lie subsuperalgebras respectively of 
classical Lie supergroups and Lie superalgebras are defined in [PSl]. In the 
present paper we shall use the following notation: 
- d(B) and d(9) will denote the roots respectively of a Bore1 subsuperalgebra 
3 c ‘$2 and of a parabolic subsuperalgebra 8 C 9; 
- Ly?) :=Ll(sq n Ly); 
- 2% will denote the Bore1 subsuperalgebra opposite to 93, i.e. such that 
3% n 33 = YZ? for some Cartan subsuperalgebra X? and A (a_) = A \A (.!33); 
- B_ will denote the Bore1 subsupergroup opposite to a given Bore1 sub- 
supergroup B, i.e. such that the Lie superalgebra of B_ Lie B_ equals 33_; 
- (e& :=+ Casdo(d) a* (&A := + Casd,(*),aed a, es := @B)O - kbh. 
For a classical $3 (or G) of type I we will often use certain special Bore1 sub- 
superalgebras (or subsupergroups). If XC 3 is fixed then the distinguished 
Bore1 subsuperalgebra SBdc $9 with .93~>X, and the antidistinguished Bore1 
subsuperalgebra 3ad C $2 with 6%&d 3% are characterized by the following des- 
cription of d(sd) and A(E%~~): 
i<j} U {Sk-S, 1 k<l} U {ej-Bk) 
for 8 = gf(m + ne), sl(m + n&), 
k<l}U(6k+61)1rk, Isn/2}U(c1+Bk} 
for $ = osp(2 + ne), 
i<j> U {-Q-E,} for %=p(m), sp(m), 
If 93 is any Bore1 subsuperalgebra with &?o=(~~)o=(3?0d)o and 33, is 
(super)commutative, then 3 = %?, or 33 = .T%?~~. Furthermore, considering the 
decomposition 
and setting $-I := (sad)i, go:= go, $3’ =(3Q)i we obtain a Z-gradation on 
any classical Lie superalgebra of type I: 8 = $3 -’ @ 8’0 9 ’ (where all compo- 
nents of degree greater than 1 or less than -1 equal zero). Below we will refer 
to this H-gradation as to the standard Z-gradation on $3. Bd and Bed are by 
definition the distinguished and antidistinguished Bore1 subsupergroups of G 
and are characterized by the equalities Lie Bd = &Yd, Lie Bad = Bad. 
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W will denote the Weyl group of 8e. W as an upper index will denote W- 
invariants, I(. ) will be the length function on W, and w, E W will be the ele- 
ment of maximal length. W acts as on se* as well on the sets of parabolic and 
Bore1 subsuperalgebras containing X Furthermore, it is essential to recall that 
any two Bore1 subsuperalgebras B, B’c 92 with .?Z$, = 99; and ht &? 2 ht B’ 
(where the height of a Bore1 subsuperalgebra, [PSI], is defined in the following 
way: ht&?:=O for any % in case FJ#p,sp and hta:=m-#(d,(9?)ni) in 
case $ = p(m), sp(m)) can be connected by a chain of odd reflections and inclu- 
sions. We say that two Bore1 subsuperalgebras .58, @C ‘3 are connected by an 
odd reflection iff .?Z?,, = 99; and there exists a simple odd root a’ of .?.V,* such 
thatd(&?)n~(8’)=d(9YB’)\{a’}=d(9Y)\{-a’} ; one has an inclusion of Bore1 
subsuperalgebras iff simply a C 33’. The first is possible for % #q, osp(1 + ne) 
and the second is possible only for $J = p, sp. In this way for all .%, 8’ with 
.?&, = 3: and ht 6% > ht 59’ there exists a sequence of Bore1 subsuperalgebras 
5% = 591, 59, . ..) 5&-l, Bk = a’, 
such that 5?’ and &?‘+’ are connected either by an odd reflection or by an 
inclusion .Bic .‘3#+‘. Furthermore the above sequence is determined by the 
associated sequence of roots a,, a*, . . . , ak’ characterized by the property that 
for any r’, lccr’lk’there exists r such that {al,...,a,,}=dl(8_)nd,(~~)n 
(A \6). We will say also that two Bore1 subsupergroups B’, B* 4 G are con- 
nected by an odd reflection or an inclusion iff their Bore1 subsuperalgebras 
Lie B’, Lie B* are connected respectively by an odd reflection or an inclusion. 
Any two Bore1 subsupergroups B’, B* with (Lie B’), = (Lie B*),, (equivalently 
with (B’&, = (B*& (see 0.2.1)) can be connected by a chain of odd reflections 
and inclusions. 
0.1.3. Dominant, generic, regular and typical weights. In this paper we will 
consider extensively several classes of weights. We shall call a weight x ~tic*, 
3%dominant, or simply dominant when % will be clear from the context, iff 
x is %c-dominant, i.e. iff Re(x,a),,d20 for any aEd,( The set of B- 
dominant weights will be denoted by c&. One puts c’ := c, (= c&J for the 
cases when c$?~ (and aad) is well-defined. We set also 
C; := XEC’ 
1 I 
the irreducible ‘&,-module with (9&)e-highest 
weight x is of finite dimension 1. 
For 8 =gl,sl, p,sp we will need the explicit coordinate form of c’ and CT. 
One has 
I 
{I=(Ar,...,a ,+,) 1 ReAiZReAi+r, i=l, . . . . m-l, m+l, . . . . m+n-1) 
c+= 
for 9 = gl(m + n&), sl(m + ne), 
{A=@,,..., A,)) ReAiLReAi+r, i=l,...,m-1) 
for 9 = p(m), sp(m); 
ZAs usual a is a simple root of B’ iff a is not the sum of any two roots of 8’. 
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i 
{I=(~,,...,~,+.)I~i-IZi+lER\l, i=l,...,m-l, m+l,...,m+n-l) 
c;’ = 
for 99 = gl(m + ne), sl(m + ne), 
{A=(A,,..., 1,))~i_li+,En\l, i=l,...,m-1) 
for $ = p(m), sp(m). 
A weight x E X0* is generic iff it is far enough from the walls of the cham- 
bers in Se* determined by the action of W, i.e. from the walls of the usual 
Weyl chambers. Strictly this means that if x belongs to some Weyl chamber, 
then x+Z, E being a suitable bounded set in So*, also belongs to the same 
chamber. For each of the statements below in which genericness is used the 
reader could as an exercise determine a concrete .? for which the statement 
is true. 
For $9 = gf, sf, osp(2 + ne) and a Ed a weight x E Se* will be called a-regular 
iff (x, a) # 0; x is by definition regular iff it is a-regular for any a E A 
and typical iff it is a-regular for all a E A 1 (a weight which is not typical will 
be called atypical). In coordinates the condition of a-regularity is 
Xi-Xj +O for a = Ei - ej, Si - Sj and 9 =gl(m + TIE), sl(m + TIE), 
Xi+Xm+j *O for a = +(Q - Sj) and 9 = gf(m + ne), sl(m + ne), 
xi+l-xj+l +O for a=a;-dj and FI=osp(2+ne), 
xi+l-xj+l +O for o=+(Si+Sj) and F?=osP(~+w), 
Xi+1 +O for a = k26i and SJ = OSP(~ + TZE), 
XI+Xj+l +O for a = f(el - Sj> and TJ = OSP(~ + TLC), 
Xl-Xj+I +O for a = +(el + Si) and 9 = osp(2 + ne). 
For 9 =gl,sl we shall need also the notion of a B-negative x-atypi- 
cal chain. By definition this is a sequence a1, . . . , ak E A,(,%?_.) such that 
(x+Ci=, a,,ai+i)=O for any i=O,...,k-1 where aO:=O. 
For 59 = p(m), sp(m) we will use the condition of a-regularity only for domi- 
nant weights x and for roots a not belonging to d. If x = (xi, . . . , x,) E c+, 
then by definition, x is a-regular iff 
Xi + Xj for CY=&i-&j, 
Xi#Xj+l for CI=f(&;+&j), i<j, 
and x E c’ is typical iff it is a-regular for any a E A ,\d. 
0.1.4. Central characters and certain associative algebras. Let S? be a classical 
Lie superalgebra. Consider the (super)centre Z of the enveloping algebra U(9). 
It is well-known that Z acts on any irreducible S-module by a central character, 
i.e. by a homomorphism Z + C (see for instance [P3]). For YJ = gl, sl, osp(2 + ne) 
a description of Z is given by 
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THEOREM 0.1 (V. Kac). For any classical $4 #sp(m), one has an (Harish- 
Chandra) injective homomorphism 
HC: Z+S’(re,) 
(S’ denoting (super)symmetric algebra),3 and for ‘$9 = gl, sl, osp(2 + n&), 
imHC={feS’(NJWI f(A+ta)=f(A) VtcQ VAEG%& and, with (A,a)=O}. 
V. Kac defined the homomorphism HC in [K2] and later announced the 
above description of im HC (in a slightly more general form valid also for 
osp(m + n&), m # 2) in [K4] (a very similar description of im HC for $J = q(m) 
was obtained in the meantime by A. Sergeev, [S]). A proof of Theorem 0.1 is 
contained in Sergeev’s article in the seminar [L2]. The case %= p(m) is quite 
degenerate because of 
THEOREM 0.2 (M. Scheunert [Sch], A. Sergeev [L2]). If 8 =p(m), then 
z=c. n 
(However for 8 = sp(3) Scheunert has constructed some non-constant odd( !) 
elements in 2 (see [Sch] and aIso [L2] for a conjecture of Sergeev).) 
The drastic difference between the above results forces us to exclude the 
case ?J = p, sp from all considerations of central characters and to assume below 
in this subsection that 9 # p, sp. 
By BX we shall denote the homomorphism Z+ C (i.e. central character) for 





commutes, where xw is the canonical extension of the map x :sO- @ to a 
homomorphism ,$*(X0)@‘+ a=. The importance of the typicality condition is 
now made clear by 
LEMMA 0.1. The following conditions on x E S: are equivalent (for 8 f p, sp) 
x is typical; 
ex=eq(forsomeqEre,*) impliesq=w(x) forcertain weW; 
the homomorphism xw : S’(Yeo)w+ C is the unique extension of Bn 0 HC to 
a character of S(ZQ~. 
For the proof see [K3] or [P2]. n 
3 & is a purely even space and therefore S’(.%Q is a usual symmetric algebra. 
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By Zred we shall denote the centre of (/(go), by HCred : Zred + S’(XO)w the 
usual Harish-Chandra homomorphism for the Lie algebra ‘+!Je and by ok, - 
the central character Zred + C for which the diagram 
commutes. 
LEMMA 0.2. Let $=gl(m+ne),sl(m+ne), s?=s$j, &?Od,&k~~*, ,*+@a= 
ep’+@s , and p - Iz = C. Ti for certain Ti E A, (B_). Then there exists a .!B-nega- 
tive A + @,-atypical chain aI, . . . , ak, cr,~d~(B-), such that ,u-n=Cg=, (TV. 
PROOF. We shall assume for concreteness that &? = Bd. (The case 3 = 3I& 
is essentially the same.) Let p-A = C,,o bm+*Sq - CpE,, apep, where P, Q are 
sets of indices and ap, b, are non-zero positive integers (satisfying necessarily 
c PEP aP = C,,Q bm+q ). Consider the Lie subsuperalgebra %+Q generated by 
&(sP - S,), p E P, q E Q (obviously 9 -sl(#P+ #QE)). Set c= CpeP cpcp + 
C4.0 r,+@, for any rEre0*. Then one can easily show that the equality 
13*+@* = 8p’+@a implies that the central characters of u(gpQ)eAG and 8pG 
also coincide (we leave the interested reader to fill in the details). Since the 
weights AG3 and flT% do not belong to one and the same orbit of the Weyl 
group of (%pQ)o, which is ensured by the condition P-A = C <i ri E Al (B-), 
they both are necessarily atypical by Lemma 0.1 (applied to gpQ). Therefore 
in particular 
(0.1) (A=#, a,,, - E~,)PQ = ’ 
for some pO E P, qO E Q, where ( - , . )PQ denotes a non-degenerate invariant 
form on the dual Cartan algebra of ($pQ)o. However (0.1) is obviously equiva- 
lent to 
(0.2) (~+&?,47,-%+J =0. 
Setting (Y, = a,,, - Q,,, we have 8 fl+Qs=OA+al+ea by (0.2) and Theorem 0.1, and 
thus we can replace A. by A+ oI and continue the process until we reach P. n 
We shall also need in some special cases a “purely odd analogue” of the 
homomorphism NC. Let $? be of type I (i.e. here 9 =gl,sl,osp(2+ ne)) and 
again 3? = Bd, BQd. Denote by IEJ(‘?~)~ the Z,-graded algebra of X-invariants 
in U(g). Then, using in particular the fact that [ai, .5&Y,] =0= [(8_),, (3_),], 
one checks that F’ 98 := (U(9). sBBl)n U(FQx is a well-defined two-sided Zz- 
graded ideal in U(9)*x, such that FL = ((B_), . U(B)) f7 U(‘G)? Furthermore, 
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obviously U(Y?)jy”= IY(‘$J,)~@F~ and therefore we have a well-defined homo- 
morphism of Z,-graded algebras 
(0; : u(~y+ u(ce,)x. 
Restricting pk to 2 we obtain a homomorphism (which is the “odd analogue” 
of HC) 
V).&z:Z+Zrel+ 
It will be essential for us that the following diagram 
commutes for any x .5tiO*, y$, denoting the automorphism of the algebra 
S’(tiJw sending a W-symmetric polynomial p(c), cc%,* into p(c+ (es)i) 
(y9, is well-defined because (es), is W-invariant). 
In $1 of this paper we will need some associative algebras defined in terms 
of central characters. (A more detailed discussion of these algebras will be pre- 
sented in [P3].) First of all for any classical %, 9 # p,sp and any x EG%$~* we set 
Ux := U(%)/(ker eX), 
(ker OX) being the two-sided ideal in UK generated by ker B’cZ. As U(g), 17’ 
is a Z,-graded and N-filtered (or Zz x N-filtered) algebra. The “purely even 
analogue” of II’ is the well-known algebra 
D;X,d := V%)/(ker e,x,,), 
where (ker Brtd) is now the two-sided ideal in U(Y&) generated by ker BkedcZred. 
However in the special case when YJ = q it turns out that instead of iJLd it is 
useful to consider another algebra, this time Z2-graded. The case 9 = q is not 
in our focus in this paper and we introduce this algebra here only in order 
to be able to formulate later on a conjecture. For any Bore1 subsuperalgebra 
S7lc~ set 
Z& being considered as a subalgebra of S’(Xo) via the Harish-Chandra 
homomorphism HC,,d and S’(,Mo) being embedded into U(6eo) Ozred S’(Xo) 
via the homomorphism 
(0.4) s(A) H I 0 s(A + (@s)1)9 
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where 1 E So* and an element s E S’(&c) is interpreted as a polynomial func- 
tion on S,,*. The algebra in question &d,S is defined now for any x E ZO* as 
&I. 3 := fired, d(ker 81, 
where (ker x) denotes the two-sided ideal in 5 red,98 generated by the kernel of 
the map x :=x + id : So @ C + C (X0 0 C is a subset of fired, S via the injection 
(0.4)). Obviously for $ #q one has simply 
&, S = cJ:,d+(@)l . 
Finally, if A is any of the associative algebras discussed above (including 
U(g) and U(%,)) by A-mod we shall denote the category of Z2-graded left A- 
modules. The notation I’E Ob(A -mod) will simply mean that I/is an A-module. 
0.1.5. F&modules. The category of representations of 9, or of left Smodules, 
can be defined simply as the category U(S) - mod. We shall denote it also by 
SJ-mod. If V is a B-module, ‘V will denote I/ considered as a %o-module, i.e. 
is the canonical restriction functor. Furthermore EV will denote “I’ with 
changed parity”, i.e. (EV)~ = I’, , (EV)~ = V. and the S-module structures on V 
and EV coincide. In this way one can consider 
E.: g-mod+%--mod 
as an “odd automorphism of B-mod” with e2 = id. Below we shall apply the 
parity changing functor E not only to S-mod, but also to other categories of 
Z2-graded objects and in particular to Z,-graded sheaves. 
Let 33 C $ be a fixed Bore1 subsuperalgebra. We have an isomorphism (or 
vector spaces) 33 2: ~6’@ Jy, YZ being a Cartan subsuperalgebra and & being a 
nilpotent subsuperalgebra. One shows straightforwardly that &acts trivially on 
any finite dimensional irreducible &?-module, and thus, as in the usual case of 
Lie algebras, the above isomorphism induces a l-l correspondence between 
irreducible %&modules of finite dimension and irreducible S-modules of finite 
dimension. In this way (since if g # q, c%?= So is a Cartan subalgebra of Ce,) 
for ?S # q an irreducible B-module is just l- or e-dimensional and is determined 
up to isomorphism by the weight, by which So acts on it, and by its dimen- 
sion. Such a $Z?-module will be denoted below by I”, where I E X0* and 6 E Z, 
(dim as= .s6). Even more a greek upper index of the symbol of a weight will 
automatically be assumed to belong to Z2 and have the above meaning. (Re- 
markably it turns out that the same notation makes sense also for irreducible 
.%-modules for B = q, but we will not need this in the present paper.) 
A %-module with B-highest weight A” is by definition a g&module which 
has 1’ as a .3-submodule and is generated (over 5J) by this &?-submodule. 
By V,(A6) we shall denote the irreducible $-module with B-highest weight II”. 
VB(ns) is not necessarily finite dimensional, but any irreducible %-module of 
finite dimension is isomorphic to V,(A6) for some A”. Furthermore, it is worth 
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noting that the finite dimensionality of the irreducible S&,-module with So- 
highest weight L is (necessary but) not sufficient for the finite dimensionality 
of V,(A”) except for a classical $J of type I and 48 = S$,, 6~8~~. 
The rule of change of the highest vector of an irreducible S-module under 
an odd reflection (and an inclusion) of Bore1 subsuperalgebras plays an essen- 
tial role in the representation theory of classical Lie superalgebras. Restricting 
ourselves in this paper to Lie superalgebras of type I, we shall introduce in the 
proof of Theorem 1.1 below a technique which is a “non-highest weight” ver- 
sion of the following basic lemma and its corollary. 
LEMMA 0.3. Let 99 be classical,4 S”, B2c 8 be Bore/ subsuperalgebras with 
S~~=J%?~=(&)~, and AEC -+. Then if 




VS2((II + Y)~+‘) in case A +Q% is y-regular, 
V.2(ns) in case A +Q~ is not y-regular, 
where y~d,(S?~)nA,(&?!); furthermore if v#O is a highest vector of V,I(A’) 
with respect o S’, then a highest vector of V,I(~‘) with respect o .%I2 is 
g,v in case A + eSk is y-regular, 
V in case L + es1 is not y-regular, 
g, being a generator of the root space g,; 
b) .YI’c~~, one has 
V-‘(P) = v,z(nd), 
and the highest vectors of V,,(A’) with respect to 46 ’ and 28’ coincide. 
COMMENT ON THE PROOF. b) is obvious and the proof of a) is a non-difficult 
computation which will be presented in [P3]. H 
COROLLARY 0.1. Let 8 be classical, 
(0.5) &? = S?‘, 992, .. . . SP-‘, aBk = .%?’ 
be a chain of odd reflections and inclusions, connecting two given Bore1 sub- 
superalgebras 3, ZB’C B with S?,, = 686 = (SF?d)O and 
(0.6) al, . . . . ak’ 
be the sequence of S-negative invertible odd roots associated with (0.5) (see 
0.1.2). Then for an arbitrary A E c’ one has 
V,(P) = v,, (P’), 
4 Without loss of generality one can consider here the case $2 #q because for 9 = q one has no odd 
reflections or inclusions of Bore1 subsuperalgebras. 
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where 
(0.7) XI=A+ C CXj,, 6’ := d+ (Id- I’) mod 2, 
j~+i,V.),...,VV.) 
and where 
(0.8) ai, (A)¶ . .. 2 a;,,(n) 
is the maximal subsequence of (0.6) such that A +es -a;,(~) - u.;~(A) - ... -&_,(A) 
is not ff;,(~)-regular for any t = 1, . . . , I’. Furthermore if v#O is a highest vector 
of yw(A6) with respect to .!B, then 
v’=( n 
j,+i~(l),...,rvV) 
&I,, 1 v 
is a highest vector of V,(A6) with respect to LB’. n 
For YJ of type I and AE~?+ we shall need (in $2 of this paper) also the set 
of A-marked roots MA which is by definition a set of elements of the sequence 
(0.8) in the case when .%? = .YZ?~ and 8’= BQd in (0.5). It is not difficult to show 
that MA is indeed well-defined, i.e. does not depend on the choice of a sequence 
(0.5) with %)=Bd, ?Z?‘=Z%‘~~. 
Finally, for any weight A E&$~* and any Bore1 subsuperalgebra B the 59- 
opposite weight A,(.93) of A is defined. If V,(A’) is finite dimensional, then 
i,(a) is by definition the %-lowest, or equivalently the %--highest, weight 
of VS(As). For an arbitrary A the definition of A,(.%‘) is longer. Let first 
55”, a2 be a pair of Bore1 subsuperalgebras of % ($9 being any classical Lie 
superalgebra), such that 3 and .%’ are either connected by an odd reflection 
or an inclusion, or B2 = ~(93’) for some w E W. Then for an odd reflection the 
weight A(B’, .%*) is by definition determined from the isomorphism I’,‘@“) = 
V’%z(A(.%?‘, 3’)“) (for some KEZ~); A(E??‘, a2):=A for an inclusion, and 
A(B’, B2) := w(A) for s2= w(.%‘). Connect now the Bore1 subsuperalgebras 
5?7 and .%_ by a chain of pairs of the above type: 3 = B’, .?Z?*, . .. , SC. Starting 
with 1 we will obtain a sequence of weights A, A(.%?‘, 97*), . . . . The last weight 
in this sequence (corresponding to the pair containing 9X) is by definition the 
weight A,(a). It is immediate to check that both definitions coincide in the 
case when dim vB(A”)<oo. The analogue of A,(.%?) in the theory of reductive 
Lie algebras is simply the weight w,(A). 
0.1.6. Subfactors of v(A’). Let YJ be classical of type I. For any A E.Y&*, 
6eZ2 consider the $-module 
the action of 9’ on VCBdjO (A”) being assumed trivial. v(As) is finite dimen- 
sional iff A E 2;‘. Now we shall establish a result about the highest weights 
of irreducible subfactors of v(As), which will be used essentially in $2 for 
FJ=p,sp. 
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First of all it is easy to prove that v(n’) has a smallest (and thus irre- 
ducible) B-submodule F(n’),i,C v(n’) and that moreover v(ns),, is gener- 
ated by the vector (lJasd,(Sd_) g,) 0, where IJ is a non-zero &-highest vector 
of v(A”) (i.e. U= 10 u’ for a (Sd)e-highest vector u’ of V,,,,(n’)). 
(naed,(+) g,)ij is obviously a Sad-singular vector and thus P(A’),, is iso- 
morphic to IGUd((l + Coed,(Sd_) a)d+#dl(@j-)(mod2)). But using Corollary 1 and 
the definition of marked roots one checks immediately that 
r being determined by the equality A =c- CaPMC a. In this way we have a 
canonical injection 
Let us introduce next a certain partial order I on Se* in terms of which we 
are going to make a claim about the highest weight of an arbitrary subfactor 
of v(ns). Denote by C an arbitrary (fixed) chain S#d = a’, &Y2, . . . , LB’ = .9Bad of 
odd reflections and inclusions connecting Sl?d and SE&,. We will write p 5°C A 
for ,u, A E reo* iff first of all p = A + C, al for certain aI E d , (&_) in case ~1 #I, 
and if furthermore there exist k E Z,, l~r~k-1, and [,E&* such that the 
quadruple (~1, I r, c,) satisfies the following four conditions: 
- 48’-t and SY are connected by an odd reflection (and not an inclusion); 
- [,(h,& = 0, where (r(r) = d ,(.58-l) r\ d ,(SV); 
- [, is the SV-highest weight of I’,,@“); 
- [,+ a(r) is the 8’-highest weight of V,,(A”). 
-$ is a partial preorder on X0* and its transitive close Ic is a well-defined 
partial order on tiO*. Finally by 5 we will denote the intersection of the partial 
orders <c for all possible chains C, i.e. 
p I 1 @ ~1 SC Iz for any C. 
The relation between the partial order 5 and irreducible subfactors of P(n’) is 
PROPOSITION 0.1. If 33 = 33d and VB(pK) is a subfactor of v(A*), then p IA. 
PROOF. Let Z be a maximal B-submodule of v(n6) for which a g-injection 
V,(p”) 4 r(A’)/Z exists. Let n : V,(p”) 4 v(A’)/Z be a fixed (a-injection. 
Consider the Z-gradation on v(n’) determined by the standard g-gradation 
on 8 and by the requirement deg U= 0. Naturally it induces Z-gradations 
respectively on I and v(A’)/Z. Therefore we can use induction on the degree of 
n(o) in v(n’)/Z, where u E VB(pK) is a B-highest vector. For deg n(o)=0 the 
claim is a tautology. Assume now that the claim is true also for all injections 
n’ : V,(p’“) 4 v(A’)/Z’, A’, p’~&‘c, with deg rc’(u’) > -1 (here we can allow I’ 
to be not necessarily maximal, because if the induction assumption is true for 
all maximal I’ such that deg n’(u’)> -I, then it is obviously true for all I’ with 
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the same restriction on deg n’(u’)) and let deg n(u) = -1. Construct a sequence 
of vectors 8,, . . . . $ E v(ns)/Z by the following procedure: set 
01 = image of 0 in V(n’)/Z, 
(0.9) 1. o:= -L g,,Bi_l if g,,Bi-I #O I- for i, krir2, D;_, if g,iOi_I=O 
C being an arbitrary fixed chain .% = &?‘, s2,. . . ,Bk = Bad of odd reflections 
and inclusions and al, a2, . . . , ak’ being the corresponding sequence of roots 
associated with C as in 0.1.2. It is immediate to check that D,, is a &Y-highest 
vector for any r, 1 I r~ k (r and r’ being related again as in 0.1.2). Let rh be the 
smallest integer such that &; # IQ_ 1, but g_,ri t&6 = 0. Take then the vector 17~; 
together with the sequence -a+ -ar;_l, . . ..-a1 and apply again the pro- 
cedure (0.9) with Ul replaced by I&; and al, . . . , ak’ by --a+ -a,;_l, . . . , -al. 
One obtains a sequence of non-zero vectors iJl := t&i, tj2, . . . , tJr; =: 6. It is clear 
in particular that u” is a B-singular vector. Moreover if v:= U(F?)& then the 
maximality of Z implies n(V,(A’))C I? This gives now deg ,u~deg r~, r~ being 
the weight of 6. If deg p < deg 7, then ~5 A and p I r~ by the induction assump- 
tion (applied respectively to the injections 
and 
where vM is the maximal proper B-submodule of v, 0~77, is the parity of 6 
and 1~ is a suitable %submodule in v(q”) such that f= &Z”)/Zv) which gives 
,U 51 and we are done. Assume therefore deg u = deg ,u. Then u” is proportional 
to n(u) and v= V’(ZF) = V’F~(($~)~“) (for some K”EH~), ,u’; being the weight 
of IQ and r. being the smallest integer v$th, d 1 (LB_) fl A l (48’“) fl (A \b) = 
(a 1, . . . , a;}. But since g-,,; n,;,=O, V&(Z/O)” ) is canonically isomorphic to 
V,,-I((Z&)~“). Therefore V,(p”“)- I$,-~((,D~~)~“). Considering furthermore 
the irreducible %-module V,,-I((~ G-l)k”+l) it is immediate to check (we 
leave this as an easy exercise to the reader) that our condition on ri ensures 
that V~~O-~((~r~-l)““‘l) is isomorphic to V,(A”). Since Z&=&1 +a,; and 
since the equality g_,,; &; = 0 implies &(h_+J = 0, or equivalently z&’ (h-,,) = 
(z&- a,;)(h_,J = -a,;(h_,J =0, we have in this case ,U l>l by defini&n, 
and the proof is complete. w 
0.2. Homogeneous uperspaces and W-modules 
0.2.1. The supermanifolds G/P, G/B, G/P,,*. We shall fix now the super- 
geometric objects with which we deal below. If G is a classical Lie supergroup 
and Pet G is a parabolic subsupergroup, the universal categorical quotient 
G/P in the category or superschemes exists and is a connected (complex 
algebraic) supermanifold. This follows for instance from Manin’s construction 
of the supermanifolds of G-flags, [Ml. Indeed one shows immediately that 
the supermanifold of G-flags of type equal to the type of the P-invariant 
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flag in the standard representation of G (Manin has given an explicit con- 
struction for this supermanifold) is nothing by G/P. The case P=B cor- 
responds to G-flags of maximal length. By t%&, we shall denote the structure 
sheaf of the supermanifold G/P and by g&r - the tangent sheaf of G/P. 
(G/P)red is by definition the corresponding reduced ringed space and is canoni- 
cally isomorphic to the homogeneous pace Gred/Pred, Gred and Prd being the 
Lie groups obtained by reduction respectively from G and P. Considering 
(G/P),,d as a supermanifold one has a canonical closed immersion of super- 
manifolds 
(G/P),,, 4 G/P. 
If g is any sheaf of left 6&- modules, $r,_d is by definition the inverse image 
Of 9 t0 (G/P)+ i.e. &d = I??((G,P),~@~,_,, $, where @((G,~),,~ iS the StrUCtUI’e 
sheaf Of (G/P&, and one has a canonical surjection of (sheaves of left) 
@ G,p-modules * -+ &d. 
When P’ runs over all parabolic subsupergroups of G the supermanifolds 
Go/P’ from a finite oriented graph with vertices Go/P’ themselves, and edges -
all submersions Go/P’+ Go/P” induced by inclusions P’c, P”+ G. Let us 
consider in particular the subgraph {Go/B’} with vertices Go/B’ for all possible 
B’. If G # P, SP this graph is fully disjoint, i.e. has no non-trivial edges (edges 
different from the ones induced by the identities B’= B’), and if G = Q, (G/B’} 
consists of a single vertex because all Bore1 subsupergroups of Q are con- 
jugated .
For G =P(m), SP(m) the structure of {G/B’} is less trivial; {G/B’} looks in 






G/B” . . . G/B(‘” 
1 
G/B,, 
i.e. it has m + 1 “levels” parametrized by the height of the corresponding Bore1 
subsuperalgebras, all “levels” are fully disjoint subgraphs, “levels” 0 and m 
consist each of one homogeneous uperspace (the Bore1 subsupergroups Bd 
and Bad were introduced in 0.1.2), and any two neighbouring “levels” are con- 
nected by at least one edge. 
Finally it is rather obvious that for any G and PC, G as above the homo- 
geneous supermanifold G/Pred (=G/(Pred)) is also well-defined. One has 
(G/P&red = Gred/Pred 9 the structure sheaf @G/p,,d is canonically isomorphic to 
s’(g:) 6% @Gred/Pred (note that S: is a purely odd space and thus S’(Ce:) 
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is a Grassmann algebra), and the G-structure on @o,pred is simply coinduced 
from the G,,+tructure on @orcd,Pred. 
0.2.2. Qlx-modules on G/B. Fix a classical G and a Bore1 subsupergroup 
BCI G and let @ := &J&B @ $9 be the sheaf of Lie superalgebras on G/B with 
supercommutator 
fi f2 being Z,-homogeneous local sections of @o/B of parities respectively 
J,J; E h2, g,, g, E Ce being Z,-homogeneous elements of parities gi, g2 E Z2, and 
Y : $2 -+ 9& being the homomorphism of sheaves of Lie superalgebras (% 
can be considered as a constant sheaf on G/B) induced by the action of G on 
G/B. It is immediate to check that the obvious extension of 2’ F : @+ 9&, 
?(f@g) =f@ Z’(g), is a morphism of (sheaves of) @&,-modules and (sheaves 
of) Lie superalgebras. Therefore A? := ker ? and & := [(&) fl &?, $91, where 
@, := 6G,B 0 Y&, (and the Lie superalgebra nd 6&-module structures on & 
come from $7), are B o,B-submodules and Lie subsuperalgebras of @. Consider 
now the sheaf of enveloping algebras U(g) of @ and put 
9G/B := U(B)/(Jv), 
(/) denoting the sheaf of two-sided ideals in U(@) generated by A? @o/B is 
a Z,-graded sheaf of rings on G/B and one has a canonical injecture ring 
homomorphism 
induced by the natural ring homomorphism @o/B4 U(g) (more precisely the 
sheaf &o/B is a D-algebra on G/B, [P3]). Denote by u : U(B) + c&/B the 
homomorphism induced by the natural injection U(B)Q U(g). Then U, re- 
stricted to H and S’(&), gives natural homomorphisms u Iz : Z-+ 8o,B and 
U Is$q,) : s’(%) + &VB. Furthermore it is straightforward to check that if o 
denotes the composition of u IS.(Jrr,) with the change of variables 
S’(%l) G S’(%), P(4) - P(C- es) 
(where Cure,* and p E S’(&$) is considered as a polynomial function on re,*), 




is commutative. Next we set 
a&B := %,B/(dker{(X -t&J), (a) -@,>}), 
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( ) denoting now two-sided ideal in c?&,~. 9$&B is a sheaf of algebras and the 
canonical injection @G,B 4 &‘G,B induces also a canonical injection @G,B 4 $27&B 
for any XEY&* (9,& is also a D-algebra, [P3]). By ux we shall denote the 
composition U( $2) 5 C8G,B --* C2&B. If x is an integral weight, it is straight- 
forward to show that ~276,~ is canonically isomorphic to the sheaf of rings of 
linear differential operators acting in the irreducible G-sheaf on G/B induced 
by the weight (x-es), (8) (or for G = Q(m) and for some x to a certain sub- 
sheaf of this sheaf, [P3]). Therefore the sheaves $2& (for an arbitrary x) are 
called twisted rings of differential operators. 
The above construction can be applied also to Y&, and (G/B),,, instead of ~9 
and G/B, and thus for any x’rztiO* we have a well-defined sheaf of rings 
%LBhd which we shall often denote in short by %I:;. (Note that in the 
construction of C@&,B)r.d, es gets replaced by (Q~)~ and that in this case 
(x - (eB)o)l (Bo) - (e,)~ = WAX); note also that g2)rxd + ($&A&. 
BY @,B- mod and 9&,-mod we shall denote respectively the categories of 
sheaves of z2-graded left c?$& - or 9& -modules. Furthermore, it is not hard 
to prove that for G# Q(m) the categories g&,-mod and gr~((x-e;?B)I(~)-(e,~B)O)- 
mod are canonically equivalent. More precisely let CA&~, _ or simply ~295, 
denote the restriction of ‘@,B as a left @&-module to (G/B),ed, i.e. @= 
@C(G/B),,d &_,, g&B = ($&&B)&. Then it turns out that C@I: has a canonical left 
~Dr~~((x-e.~)l(B)-(e.~s)O)_ module structure (more precisely ~r~((X-e.~)l(S)-(e~)o) 
turns out to be the sheaf of endomorphisms of the right g&B-module !25). 
Furthermore if 
9: = %BoEB @(G/B),,d* 
then (&$: is a right s,~((X-e.~)/(~)-(e.~)O) -module, and following the same lines 
as in [PI] one can prove 
THEOREM 0.3. For (G #Q(m) and) any x EY&* the functors 
g< @ . : C& _ mod -+ @~“x-@“” (d)-(e~57h) _ mod 
“&B 
are mutually inverse equivalences of categories. n 
It is worth pointing out that “on the level of @“,B-modules” the functor 
C@ @Br;7((~-e~)~(.d)- (UOJ . is nothing but the functor ( .)red. Therefore, in par- 
ticular every left 9&B- module g is determined by its restriction EJred to 
(G/B),,d. Furthermore it is easy to construct a sheaf filtration on g with com- 
position factors 
&#I(- E Y)red /%I 
YEI re 
d %;ed> 
where Z runs over all subsets of A, (ST?_) and [ denotes the invertible sheaf on 
G/B induced by the weight [. 
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We recall now the following fundamental result of A. Beilinson and J. 
Bernstein. 
THEOREM 0.4 [BB]. Let ~‘~Szbe %-regular, i.e. (~‘,a),,~#0 for any aedo. 
a) One has a canonical isomorphism of i2,-graded C-algebras 
b) Zf x’ is also S&-dominant (where BO= Lie Bred), then (G/B),,, is 
‘ST&,-affine, i.e. H’(@‘) =05 for any $‘E Ob(@.‘, - mod) and any i >O, and 
the functors 
r(a): !an,x,‘, - mod+ U,& - mod (global sections), 
528;; 0 * : UrX,i - mod + 6@);xe;l - mod (localization) 
u:,, 
are mutually inverse equivalences of categories. n 
Using the above mentioned filtration on a left &@&,-module S one proves 
easily the following partial generalization of Theorem 0.4. 
THEOREM 0.5. Zf x is .%-dominant and generic (and 28 = Lie B), then G/B is 
gx-affine, i.e. H’(S) = 0 for any @E Ob(8&, - mod) and any i > 0, and the 
functors 
r(e) : 97&,- mod + r(@,,) - mod, 
@&I ,p . : r(@,,) - mod + @,, - mod 
&s) 
are mutually inverse equivalences of categories. W 
In [P3] we prove that if G is of type I and x E tie* is typical and dominant 
(the genericness condition is then unnecessary), then 
(0.10) &Z2&,) = UK. 
For the purposes of the present paper it is convenient for us to use an “op- 
posite parametrization” of the twisted rings of differential operators. Let 
B 4 G be a Bore1 subsupergroup and x - a weight. Consider the sheaf of 
rings ~$,;:B&Y~)/(~)-~sB (B_ b eing the Bore1 subsupergroup opposite to B). Then 
Theorem 0.3 claims that the categories &&~)‘(B)-e~S-mod and @7$!‘~_~~~)1)- 
mod are equivalent because w,(x + (e%)i) = w,(((x --Q~)~ (3) - Q~ - 
Q~&(%) - (es_),,). Furthermore if x exe* is generic and SS = Lie B-dominant, 
5 Here and below H'( . ) denotes sheaf cohomology (H”( ) = f( )). 
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(x - es)/ (48) - Q~ is generic and 46_-dominant and therefore G/B_ is 
~l;x/~~aMd)-ese_ ff a ine by Theorem 0.5. The composition factors of the above 
filtration on any .9~ Ob(al;X/B_e~),(d)-e~-mod) are of the form 
@(-E y) @ %0d, 
YEI %/B_),,d 
Z running now over all subsets of A t(a) and srOd being a O;Yd~~_~~‘l’-module, 
and thus for a generic dominant x Theorem 0.3 implies 
THEOREM 0.6. Zf x is generic ST-dominant and go Ob(B~,;X,,“““‘~)-e~-mod), 
then ‘r(S) has a filtration with composition factors 
for all possible subsets Z of A;(,%), where for an arbitrary integral weight r 
and for any &d -module V’ on sets 
cdenoting here the bundle on G/B_ induced by r, and C’ being a a_-domi- 
nant representative of the orbit W. r. H 
We shall need also to compute explicitly Z(S) for SE Ob(8&,_ - mod), 7 
being an arbitrary weight. First of all one checks easily that 
W1@Bo@‘d b eing the standard Z-gradation on 9. Furthermore one shows 
This suggests that as a B-module Z(9) is canonically isomorphic to the co- 
induced Y&module 
which turns out to be straightforward to check. Replacing in the above con- 
sideration Bd_ by Bd, Bad or Bad_, one obtains analogous results. 
Finally we shall need one more equivalence of categories. Let B’,B* be a 
pair of Bore1 subsupergroups connected by an odd reflection and let Q= 
A(48’)fl A(&), where S? =Lie B’, .%I*= Lie B*. Consider (having in mind 
the above “opposite parameterization” of sheaves of twisted differential 
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operators) the commutative diagram 
G/B! x G/B! 
G/P 
co- ’ ’ ) G/B’ G/B! 
G/P, 
where P 4 G is the minimal parabolic subsupergroup of G such that B!, B! 4 P, 
zl, n2,p1,p2 are the canonical G-submersions, and x~,~ denotes fibred product 
over G/P in the category of supermanifolds. Consider for any q EX~* the 
functor of odd reflection 
where rc: denotes inverse image of @‘-modules (restricted to @,,I-mod- 
ules), Q& is the @o/& x o&-module of n2-relative differential l-forms, and 
(7r2)F/82( .) is the D-g\ule direct image functor into the category @,Bz - 
mod ((n2)$” is a functor of x2-horizontal sections). The definition implies 
more or less immediately that the odd reflection functor is an equivalence of 
the categories &&_-mod and $#&B _ 2 -mod because each of the functors 
rrr(. ), sZ& @ (. ), and (7r2)F/~5( . ) is easily shown to be an equivalence of 
(certain) categories. If .5F, E Ob(W G,BL-mod) we will call the image of & under 
the above functor the reflection of 5, to G/B!; saying that &,S2 are con- 
nected by an odd reflection we will mean that S2 is the reflection of .!Fr to 
G/B! or equivalently that St is the reflection of .?K2 to G/B’ (the inverse of the 
above introduced odd reflection functor is obtained simply by interchanging the 
indices 1 and 2 in its definition). 
Let Sr E Ob( %?,!$Bl-mod), S2 E Ob( S@ G,BS-mod) be connected by an odd re- 
flection. The following properties of the pair Sr,.?F2 will be essential for us. 
1. One has canonical exact sequences of @G,p-modules 
(0.12) O+++@~ +%;l+O, o-+.!S+~,+~;+o, 
such that &=Sy, gi=@l. Furthermore denoting the odd invertible @o/p- 
module @o/B ‘/@o/p by S? one has 9; = 62! @+,, &, S;’ = 2-l @+,p &. 
2. &, ST have filtrations respectively with composition factors 
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for Zl running over all subsets of A, (3) \ {a}, and 
e#‘z(-Y;12 Y)red @ @%ed 
@(G/B!,,<, 
for Z2 running over all subsets of A,(B) containing a. 
3. There exist canonical morphisms of t9&-modules 
f12: 6 -+gz, f21 : gz-+-% 
which are mutually inverse isomorphisms iff u is a-regular. Zf 7 is not a-regular 
then &‘=kerf,,=imf2,, 9z’=kerf21=imfi2. 
The proof of 1,2,3, will appear in [P3] and is not difficult. The pair 6Fi,g2 
shall be called typical iff fi2 and f2, are isomorphisms (i.e. when q is a-regular) 
and atypical otherwise. Note also that for a generic &-dominant q, 2 implies 
that the ??&,-submodule ‘Z(&‘) of Z(&) has a filtration with composition 
factors 
Z running over all subsets of A,(a) \ {a}. 
An inclusion B2 4 B’ of Bore1 subsupergroups (is possible only for G= 
P, SP and) can be considered as a “degenerate odd reflection”. It gives a sub- 
mersion n : G/B! -+ G/B! of relative dimension E and the analogues of the odd 
reflection functor here are simply the functor of @-module inverse image 
(restricted to a&_ l-mod) and the functor of rr-horizontal sections, which are 
mutually inverse equivalences of the categories Q!&,~-mod and @&-mod. 
The analogue of the exact sequences (0.12) is the obvious exact sequence 
o+5r2 = cF;VFi -M;+o, 
where S2 E Ob( a&_ 2 -mod), St = n*g2, the injection g2 + 5, is induced by 
rc, and 6Ft” =.F, /S,. The injection g2 -$Fi corresponds to the morphism f2,, 
and since this is never an isomorphism, the pair @t, g2 is by definition always 
atypical in this case. 
0 1. GENERIC IRREDUCIBLE ‘%-MODULES 
In this section we (define and) study an arbitrary generic irreducible 8- 
module V. Our goal is to describe as explicitly as possible the go-module ‘I’, 
and Theorem 1.1 below achieves this goal for a classical Lie superalgebra $J of 
type I. 
1.1. General properties of ‘V - the functor ‘ii 
Let Ee be a finite dimensional Lie superalgebra such that go is reductive. 
Consider an arbitrary irreducible %-module V. Then since V is a factormodule 
of U(B) and U(g) is a noetherian (left) U(BO)-module, ‘V is a noetherian go- 
module. Therefore ‘V always admits an irreducible go-factormodule ‘I&. By 
definition V is a generic irreducible %-module iff ‘V has at least one factor- 
module ‘I& with generic central character, i.e. with central character B;Kbd: 
Z red+ c such that the weight x‘ is generic. 
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Let us prove first the following basic 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let $ be a finite dimensional Lie superalgebra such that F$ 
is reductive. If V is a generic irreducible %-module, 
a) then the C90-module ‘V has a Jordan-Hiilder series (i.e. it has finitely 
many irreducible subfactors or, equivalently, is both noetherian and artinian); 
b) and if 8, is a semi-simple S$module with &-dimensional weight spaces, 
then “V is a semi-simple &,-module. 
PROOF. a) By definition ‘V admits a factormodule ‘I& with generic central 
character. Set 
p := Hom,,(‘U(%3), ‘I&). 
Then 
Horn, (T, p) = Hom,,(‘T, ‘I&) 
for any TE Ob(B -mod) (Frobenius duality) and thus the surjection ‘V-t ‘I’& 
induces (a non-zero or equivalently) an injective morphism of %modules 
p : I/+ I? It is enough to show that ‘p has a Jordan-Holder series. One has an 
isomorphism of Bo-modules 
(which is established exactly as in [Dix, 2.41). But, as we shall see immediately, 
it is a direct consequence of the Beilinson-Berstein localization theorem, [BB], 
that the tensor product of a generic irreducible ~o-module V’ with an arbitrary 
finite dimensional %o-module V” has a Jordan-Holder series. Indeed assume 
without loss of generality V” to be irreducible. Consider the flag space G,,/B’ 
(B’ being a Bore1 subgroup of Gred) and let 9’ be a O&,,s,-module with 
r(9’) = V’ and H’(g’) = 0 for an i > 0 (9’ exists by the Beilinson-Bernstein 
theorem). 5’@c V” has a filtration with composition factors g’@6G;,d,B, 9?‘, 
lli<k=dim V”, 2?‘,... ,_s!?~ being the invertible composition factors of the 
%o-linearized @o,,d,B,-module V”& CY?~,,~,~~. Sincex’ is generic dominant and 
since $‘@6GG:ed,sI 2’ is an irreducible %$+:s,-module, where !&‘ed,8, is the 
sheaf of differential operators acting in 9i, we can assume (again by the same 
theorem) that Hj(ZZ’@k) = 0 for all i and all j >O and that r(g’@ 9’) is 
an irreducible B’-module for any i. Obviously this is sufficient to conclude that 
r(g’& V”) = V’& V” is noetherian and artinian because the above implies 
that T($‘@@) are exactly the irreducible composition factors of the go- 
module r(@‘@ V”) = V’& V”. Setting V’= S’(%:), V” = ‘Frr one obtains in 
this way that ‘v is noetherian and artinian. 
b) We have the inclusion 
and it suffices to prove that of is a semi-simple go-module. The crucial obser- 
vation is that in the case considered %:&‘I& is a semi-simple go-module. 
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Indeed since ‘l& is generic, the irreducible subfactors of C?J~@c”k& are iso- 
morphic to E(~&-~, rl running over d i(9) U (0). But since the multiplicity of 
any non-zero q is E by our condition and the central characters of the go- 
modules E(~I$~))~J and E(~I$.~)-~~ obviously do not coincide for ql #q2 (again 
because ‘l& is generic), we have the decomposition 
all $90-modules .z(~I$~)-~ being irreducible and (‘I&)’ being a ‘ieo-module with 
irreducible subfactors isomorphic to &(‘I&). It remains to note (we leave this 
easy check to the reader) that (O&)’ is isomorphic to the tensor product of 
‘I& with X,* considered as a trivial %o-module. Therefore (under the condition 
of b)) $S:@c”vr7 is a completely reducible go-module. But since all irreducible 
components of 9~@c”I& are again generic irreducible Y$o-modules, we can 
apply the same argument o each of them and obtain that 9: 0 Y?J: 0 ‘I$ and 
even more YJF@” @‘I& for any fixed n is completely reducible. This implies 
the claim of b) because one has an obvious injection 
One sees immediately that Proposition 1.1, a), b) applies to any classical $J. 
The main result of 0 1, Theorem 1.1 detailizes the result of Proposition 1.1 for 
the case of a classical 9 of type I and gives an explicit description of ‘V for a 
generic irreducible %-module V in terms of a suitably chosen irreducible com- 
ponent of V. This component is an analogue of the component V,,(n’) for 
V= V,(A”). Although V is not necessarily a highest weight module with respect 
to a Bore1 subsuperalgebra, it turns out that for any .5? the component in ques- 
tion is an analogue of a “ai-highest” go-component of I/ and in the par- 
ticular case when 6% = Bd this component is indeed %,-invariant. Before we 
can formulate and prove the precise statement we need to introduce and discuss 
a functor whose value on a generic irreducible I/ is the irreducible go-compo- 
nent in question. 
For any classical Lie superalgebra bef p, sp, any Bore1 subsuperalgebra BC B 
and any Ux-module V set 
+j$V := OV/(ker ~X+@w~‘(.~)l)~l/, 
where w(x) E C&. If x is generic dominant and V= V,((x -es)“), one has 
simply ‘i& V,((x -es)“) = V,,((x -es)“). The first author has conjectured 
that for a regular x we obtain in this way an equivalence of categories 
‘ii : Ux - mod + 6&r, ,,-I(~) - mod 
(for SZ = q already the fact that the U,X,d+(eW~‘(S))l-module ‘i& V has a canonical 
6x , red ,-lC,)-module structure needs proof) and has proven this conjecture for 
$9 =gl,s/, osp(2 + ne). The proof will appear in [P3]. For an arbitrary x, ‘is 
is easily seen not to be an equivalence, however Theorem 1.1 below will 
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reconstruct “V in terms of ‘i& V for any % of type I, any generic irreducible V 
and a suitable dominant x. 
Since for ~5 = gl, sl, osp(2 + ne) and for a regular x, ‘ik is an equivalence of 
categories, one has 
(1.1) HomU (V, F) = HomU,Xed+(+l(.& (‘ii V, ‘ii F) 
or equivalently 
(1.1’) Hom@(V,F) = HomS,,(‘i& K’i&F) 
for any F, VE Ob(U*-mod), or equivalently 
(1.1”) Hom,(V,F) = HomS,,(‘K+i&F) 
for any FE Ob(U’-mod), L’/E Ob(Smod). (The equivalence of (l.l), (1.1’) and 
(1 .l”) is a trivial exercise for the reader). For an arbitrary x (even for an arbi- 
trary generic x) (l.l), (1.1’) and (1.1”) are not true. One has, however, the 
following almost obvious weaker geometric version of (1.1”). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let G be classical, B 4 G be a Bore1 subsupergroup, and 
.9 be a sheaf of ~~~ee)l(~)-eYB-modules for some x ~Yeg*. Then for any 8- 
module V the linear operator 
h& : How(K WV) -, Homs,,(‘l/, G%edh 
assigning to a morphism f: V-+r(g) the morphism h&(f):‘Vz’r(S)--+ 
T(g&, is an injection. 
PROOF. Consider the canonical G-submersion 
p : G/(B_),,d + G/B_ 
(corresponding to the inclusion (B_)red4 B_). It induces an injection 
(1.2) Hom&Qg))ciHom&T(p*g)). 
But since obviously T(p*9) = HomSO(U(%), r(gred)) (because p*S= 
S’(?Z:) Oa: gr2red = HomSO(U($), gred) (see 0.2. l)), Frobenius duality gives 
(1.3) HomAK W*W) = Homg,,(‘K WW). 
Observing that h& is nothing but the map induced by (1.2) and (1.3) we 
complete the proof. n 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let G be classical, BQ G be a Bore1 subsupergroup, x be a 
generic dominant weight, and F be a r(a~,~_e”‘i’~~-eo)-module. Then 
a) for any %&module V the map 
Hom(e(V,F)-+Hom~O(o~ti&F) 
assigning to a morphism f: I/+ F the composition ‘Vz OF---+ ‘i&F, is an 
injection. 
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b) if F is an irreducible r( C@&~a)i(Be)-ea )-module, F is indecomposable as 
a B-module. 
PROOF. a) Let 9 be the localization of F: 
g= ~(x-ea)l@-ea 
G/B_ 0 F. 
r@G/B_ 
(x-ssM+ea) 
Then it is enough to note that for a generic dominant x, T($F& = ‘ig F and to 
apply Proposition 1.2. 
b) is an obvious consequence of a). n 
1.2. An explicit description of ‘V in terms of ‘i& V 
Now we are in position to prove the following Theorem which is the main 
result of 0 1. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let $3 be of type I and V be a generic irreducible %-module. 
Then for any Bore/ subsuperalgebra 37 C 52 there exists a (generic) dominant 
weight x such that ‘V admits a decomposition as a direct sum of irreducible 
components 
(1.4) OV 2: @ &#I( +i& V)Eue/ a, 
I 
Z running over all subsets of R&, where 
R&= 
! 
{and, 1 (x,cr)#O} for ?T=gl,sl,osp(2+ne) 
{cr~d~(&?-) 1-aEd} for B=p,sp. 
PROOF. 
Step 0. It turns out that for any fixed Cartan subsuperalgebra YfC $ it is 
convenient to prove Theorem 1.1 assuming that $3 = 5.8Q,>ti We start this 
proof by the simple observation that this is actually sufficient. Let Y? be fixed 
and 3 3% be a Bore1 subsuperalgebra with .9Jo = (S&,)O. Then 33 is connected 
with A&,~ by a chain of odd reflections and inclusions. But the right-hand side 
of (1.4) is invariant under odd reflections and inclusions. Indeed one sets 
~~=x,+a for VERDI 
x2 = Xl for aeR,l 
x2=x1 1 
in the case of an odd reflection (B’,zZ?~) 
with ~EA~(S~!)~A,(S~~) 
in the case of an inclusion kB2~S31 
and checks immediately that if ‘V is isomorphic to the right-hand side of (1.4) 
for 33’ and xi it is also isomorphic to the right-hand side of (1.4) for 33’ and 
x2. If now 33 C 9 is any Bore1 subsuperalgebra with 3fC 8 one first finds an 
appropriate w E W so that ~(97)~ = (.53d)o and then applies the above argument 
to w(3). It is, of course, obvious also that the right-hand side of (1.4) is pre- 
served by the transformation 
37 y w(B), x - w(x). 
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Therefore we will concentrate below on proving the Theorem for 3 = 2&,. 
Step 1. Let .X be fixed. For the duration of the proof we set B = E&, ~YE 
Consider the 8i-invariants V%I = (U E V 1 Sll u = 0} of V. Setting for any u E V, 
u#O, ~‘:=(n~~~~~,(~) g,)u, where O#~,E 9a and .? is a maximal subset of 
d,(B) for which b’#O, we see immediately that V%l #O. 1/%1 is obviously a 
8,, @ &9, submodule of V and moreover the irreducibility of V implies the irre- 
ducibility of VyBl as a ?$-,@ .%YB,-module or as a Y&module which is equivalent. 
Indeed, first of all by Proposition 1 .l, a), the %e-module ‘I’, and thus also V%l, 
has a Jordan-Holder series. Therefore there exists an irreducible $20@ &!8,- 
submodule I$:’ of V%l. The injection of go @ &?i -modules yrT 4 l/%1 induces 
by Frobenius duality (a non-zero morphism and thus) a surjection of %-modules 
u(g) 0 V %I + V. Since there is an obvious isomorphism of $20-modules W%O~l) irr 
ow(~) 0 
u(?Boo~l) 
y:7 = S’((~-)l) 9 y?, 
the central characters of all irreducible components of ‘V have the form 
Oq+cjk~~, where bjEdi(%-), kje {O,l> and e:, is the central character red 
of l$Tl. Any irreducible component of V II with central character different 
from f?L, obviously generates a proper B-submodule of S’((.%_)i) Oc I$TI 
and as a consequence all irreducible 9a-components of Vsl have necessarily 
8,!& as central character. But (using again the genericness of 0 we see im- 
mediately that) l$? is the only irreducible component of s’((&?_),)& l$rTl 
with central character ,9,:,. Therefore V*%I = l$TI. Setting furthermore x = 
q- (e,)i one checks that the central character of the %-module V coincides 
with 0’. Indeed if u E VyBl and q& I z : Z+ Z& is the homomorphism intro- 
duced in 0.1.4, we have zu = VA 1 Z(Z)U for any ZE Z (because 9; I=(Z) =z 
(mod(.%i)). Since u E VBB1 E Ob(U~d-mod), v,l s / z(z) 0 = er:d(~& 1 Z(z)) u for any 
z E Z. But by the commutativity of diagram (0.3) t9zd(p&, z(z)) = 8q-(es)l(z) = 
OX(z) for any z E Z. Therefore zu = B*(z)u for any z E Z, which is sufficient to 
conclude that Z acts on any U’E V via 0 X. The previous arguments imply also 
that VBl considered as a $?o-module is canonically isomorphic to ‘ii V. 
Furthermore it is essential to observe that the projection ‘V-+ ‘ii V = V% 
is not only a morphism of %o-modules but also a morphism of so@ (.%?_)i- 
modules. This is because there is a natural commutative diagram of sur- 
jections 
two of the arrows of which are obviously morphisms of go @ (,%?_),-modules. 
In this way in the case considered (the same is true also for 2Q) ‘ii V= VB1 is 
the “.%i-highest” and the “(&)l-lowest” %,-component of OV. 
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Consider now the irreducible O~,~~~)‘(~)-e”-module 
The dominancy of (x -es), (98) -Q, with respect to Bad- implies H’(s) = 0 
for any i > 0. r(g) = Hom,Oo(s_,,(U($), ‘ik V) is an indecomposable %- 
module and the above surjection of &, 0 (48_), -modules 
induces by Frobenius duality an injection of $-modules 
Step 2. Now we will construct a 9-submodule V’crr(@), such that ‘V’ is 
isomorphic to the right-hand side of (1.4). The indecomposability of r(9) will 
then imply that rp: V+Z+F) factors through the injection V’c,r(g). In 
order to complete the proof we will have to show that im p= V’. This will be 
done in Step 3. 
One constructs I/’ iterating the following simple procedure. Let B’, B2 be a 
pair of Bore1 subsupergroups connected by an odd reflection or an inclusion (in 
that case let B2 4 B’), x be a weight, St E Ob(~~,~_~re”r’d”-e~‘-mod). Denote 
by g2 the reflection of 9, to G/B! and assume that $t,s2 is an atypical pair. 
We have the exact sequences 
(see 0.2.2), where in the case of an odd reflection .‘+‘= 6X;, gi = Sri”, while for 
an inclusion we have set Sr2 = &‘, .&” = 0, g, = begs, n : G/B! + G/B? being 
the canonical submersion, S$‘= .9r2, &“= gt/g2. Assume furthermore that .%f 
and Sf are respectively a subsheaf and a factor-sheaf of $-modules of 9$. The 
procedure in question is then assigning to the pair (gf, &) a pair (gi, &) by 
setting 
Sl= ker(S$‘+ gt/(@t’+ ker(+ --t 9;))) 
& = &/($; r-l S[) 1 
for an odd reflection 
and 
@= g2n9; 
$J[ = im(g2+ S, + g[) 
for an inclusion. 
Let now 
(1.5) Bd = B’,...,Bk = Bad 
be a chain of odd reflections and inclusions (the latter being only of the 
form B’+’ 4 B’). Set gk = 9 (.9 was introduced in Step 1) and let 4 E 
0~(~(X-p”‘)/(~‘)-e8i_mod) for i= 1 
C/B! 
, . . . , k- 1, be the reflection of & to G/B!. 
Let p be the smallest intkger such that the pair gP,gP+i is atypical. (For 
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G = P(m), p = 1 because Z& + Z3’ in this case.) Apply now the described above 
procedure to the pair Sp, Sp+ 1 with submodule 9$=.9$+ Sp and factor- 
module &Fp -+ 5$‘= S$ obtaining a (sheaf of $-)submodule(s) gi+i 4 gp+i 
and a (sheaf of %)factormodule(s) S”+i +G$+i. Let S,,&+i, f?p+l be the 
next atypical pair (i.e. let @,, 4+i be atypical, but 9,,9,+t be typical for any 
u,p+l~u<Z). Then 9”+i and 9pf+i determine respectively a Ssubmodule 
g,“-) S, and a Sfactormodule S1 + Slf (because .S$+, and 4 are isomorphic 
as sheaves of $-modules) and applying again our procedure we obtain 
&i;“,, q&+i and @+i +&,. 
Continuing in the same manner we will end up in particular with a (sheaf of) 
%submodule(s) $$+i 4 gk+i =9. We set then 
I/’ := Z-(S;+i). 
Using Theorem 0.6 and the properties of an odd-reflection and an inclusion 
from 0.2.2, together with the fact that (since x is generic) Rigd coincides with 
the set of all (S&,)_-positive odd roots with respect o which 9 is typical, one 
checks immediately that the irreducible &,-components of V’ are exactly the 
ones occurring in the right-hand side of (1.4) where now 3 = ~8~~. (We leave 
the details of this check to the reader). However, as we have showed already 
in the proof of Proposition 1.1, b), ‘Z(S) = oHom,,0(,_,,(U(8), V@) is 
completely reducible. In this way ‘I” is also completely reducible and is thus 
isomorphic to the right-hand side of (1.4) with .9S = Bad. 
Step 3. It remains to prove that im a, = I”, or equivalently that all the irre- 
ducible go-components of the module in the right-hand side of (1.4) are 
indeed irreducible go-components of im ~1. Let us start with the essential 
observation that it suffices to show only that E#~,~(+Z& V)E=G a is an irre- 
ducible component of ‘V. Indeed assume the latter is true but I/’ is reducible. 
Then, since ‘i$ V is also an irreducible component of ‘V, all irreducible com- 
ponents of ‘(V’/im p) are necessarily of the form 
&#‘(fi&V)Coera with 0fZfRi. 
Let f be an irreducible 8-submodule of V’/im p. Then either f= 0 or v is 
a generic irreducible F&module and all statements established for V apply also 
to c In particular if v#O and vSl = ‘ii f for a certain dominant f, then 
c#“,&(+iif)C,,R: a (where Z?i is defined using 2 instead of x) is necessarily 
also an irreducible component of ‘I? But using the genericness of x one sees 
immediately that if f equals any of the weights x + C,,, a with 0#Z# R&, the 
set Z?; contains Ri. Therefore the weight f+ 1 rrsR; t is never among the 
weights x+x,,, a for O#Z#R&, which implies that V=O. 
In this way it remains only to show that there exists a surjection of 8,- 
modules 
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In order to construct (1.6) consider again the chain (1.5) together with the 
sheaves &, i=l,..., k. Assume that the roots in R&al, . . . ,a,,r := #Ri, are 
now ordered in a way that a, corresponds to the first typical pair on the right 
in the sequence &Fi, .. . , 9&a2 corresponds to the second atypical pair on the 
right in the same sequence, etc. Denote by q the maximal integer, q< k, such 
that the pair S&r, .!S$ is atypical. Then since all pairs 4r,, S,,+, for urq are 
connected by typical reflections, the sheaves &, urq, are all isomorphic as 
sheaves of B-modules. Therefore the injection a, gives rise to injections 
for all u r q(a, = pt+ 1). By Proposition 1.2, p, induce surjections of F&,-modules 
‘v-* ~&%),,d) 
for all uh q. But as one checks immediately, 
In particular, pq induces in this way a surjection of 80-modules 
It is crucial now to understand how to increase the indices k-q in the above 
formula up to r. Consider the pair Sq_ i, gq. The case when B!-’ 4 B! is 
easy. Indeed then the projection TC : G/B!!-’ + G/B! induces an injection of 
sheaves of F&modules gq 4 gq_ I and thus also an injection 
v)q-1: v+r(sq_,). 
Therefore if the pairs SU_i,gU are typical, where u=x,x+l, . . ..q-1 for a 
certain xcq, we obtain by the same arguments as above a surjection of So- 
modules 
Even more if all pairs SU _ i, SU are either typical or are connected by an inclu- 
sion, which is exactly the case when G = P, SP, we have in this way an injection 
of F&modules 
CPU : v+ mm 
for any u=l,..., k. But as one sees immediately in this case 
r(($O)& = &‘(+i,$ I+‘=’ ‘I 
and thus p. induces by Proposition 1.2 the desired surjection (1.6). Therefore 
for G = P, SP the proof of Theorem 1.1 is already complete. 
The case when Sq_i and 3rq are connected by an atypical odd reflection is 
more interesting. Here we have exact sequences 
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where Si = & &_,, LZ’~, Pq 4 G is the mimimal parabolic subsupergroup with 
B!-I-P,, B!!ctp,: andLE&=B G,B~/~&P, (see 0.2.2). Consider now the sheaf 
of @o,BQ-l-modules Sq_, @oG,pq Q LZ?-‘. There is obviously an exact sequence of 
B o,,q-modules 
and thus Si is a (sheaf of) $-submodule of Sq_, @a,,pq~;l. Therefore in 
this case we obtain an injection 
It is also clear that S&i OO,_,, 2;’ is a G%J”‘~(~)+~ G,BO_, -module for a certain weight 
[. Using furthermore the fac”t that x is generic dominant one checks im- 
mediately that W,(X) + [ is B!-dominant for any i = 1, . . . , k, and furthermore 
that if (Sq_i @OG,p LZi’)i for i= 1, . . . , k are the reflections of g&i OdG,p LZ?;’ 
to all G/B!, the p&r (G?-, O~G,,~~;l)j-i, (9&, @s,,,~Z?;~)i is typical if’(and 
only if) Si_,, gi is a typical pair. The crucial observation is now that if the pair 
6% - 1 @@G/P, -’ q3,-2, sq-1 os,,,q is typical we can apply our previous 
argument (to S, _ 1 &_,p q~;l instead of LF) and obtain canonical surjections 
OJ/,&Y+i(+j& I$::+’ a, 
for all y<q such that &Fu_i, & is a typical pair for any u, YZS u<q. Indeed all 
one has to do is to consider the injections of %-modules 
PJJ : ~+m%-1 BP %j3y-l) 
‘I 
(apply to each of them Proposition 1.2’) and then show that 
z-(((@&I 0 .zz?;‘)Y_l)red) =#++l(+ig I$~~” af 9 
GxPq 
which is straightforward (and we leave it as an exercise to the reader). If it 
happens that (S&i @+,~~JZ?;‘)~-~ and S&i &_,%LZ;’ are connected by an 
inclusion 
we obtain an injection of F&modules 
If finally (S& 1 @gG,p 9;‘) 
cal odd reflection o;e setle2 
and @&i @Gli,pyg;’ are connected by an atypi- 
3 
where Pq_, is the minimal parabolic subsupergroup with BT2 4 Pq-l, BF1+ 
Pq_, and considers the @G,B~~2-module (S&, @o~,~~L?~,‘)~_~ OO~,~~_, 5?&!, 
together with all its reflections. After finitely many such steps one reaches a 
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typical pair or an inclusion and applies the corresponding previous step. It is 
clear that in this way we obtain for each n=l, . . . . k an injection pn of V into 
an appropriate sheaf of twisted %r G,B~ modules and even more it is straight- 
forward to check that applying Proposition 1.2 to 9, we obtain the desired 
surjection (1.6). The reader will easily fill in these details and therefore the 
proof of Theorem I .I is completed. w 
For the case of a B-highest weight module V Theorem 1.1 implies 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let V= V&Id) for a generic A. Then 
(1.7) Ov= @ v,&(n+ c o)6+#1(m0d2)). n 
ICR& acr 
If also dim V,(id) < 03, (1.7) gives 
(1.8) 
E6 
ch V&n’) = z C sgn w. w(e’+@a)o. fl (1 +E”)), 
wsw llER& 
where D= CweW sgn wee ‘+‘(@~)o). It is natural to call (1.8) the Bernstein-Leites 
character formula. It was established in [BL] and [L3] for all finite dimen- 
sional irreducible representations respectively of g/(1 + ns), gl(m + E) and of 
osp(2 + ne) (under the assumption that 3 = &). In [P3] the first author con- 
jectured (in particular) that if I E ci is generic, then the Bernstein-Leites 
formula is true for any classical 8 and any Bore1 subsuperalgebra B C 8, 
and the above proves this conjecture for 8 of type I. (Note that for 9 = p,sp 
formula (1.8) is not new, being just the typical character formula from [Ll] 
extended in an obvious manner to an arbitrary 8. We should also mention here 
that several other authors have proven character formulas for atypical weights 
of gl, sl, and in particular have established formula (1.8) under different condi- 
tions on 1, see for instance [HJKT].) The conjecture is also true for 8 of type 
II as it will be shown (by a different method) in [P4]. 
$2. FINITE DIMENSIONAL IRREDUCIBLE %-MODULES 
In this section we prove a character formula for finite dimensional irre- 
ducible B-modules, the highest weights of which are typical modulo a certain 
Lie subsuperalgebra .X of %. This result extends the Kac character formula to 
a class of modules different from the class to which formula (1.8) applies. We 
consider also some explicit examples and in particular simplify the results of 
[PS2]. Below (in 92 and throughout the Appendix) we assume that 8 is a clas- 
sical Lie superalgebra of type I and set B = %?d, Q = Qua, ~0 = (Q~~)o. 
2.1. A U(B-‘)-free resolution of V’&s) 
We shall call a $&module M, U(FJ-‘)-free or simply %-‘-free iff A4 is free as 
a U($..‘)-module. In this section we will construct a certain B-‘-free resolu- 
tion (i.e. a resolution by B-‘-free 5?-modules) of any finite dimensional 
irreducible %-module. Let us start with a (almost trivial) general emma which 
characterizes $.-‘-free B-modules. 
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LEMMA 2. I. 
a) The $-module v(A”) := U(B) @ u(uu,oS~) &s,,(~~) (where dim CB,,(~~) < 00 
and C!S1 acts trivially on l&,(n’)) is S-l-free. 
b) A finite dimensional $&module A4 is 8-‘-free if and only if it admits a 
filtration the composition factors of which are isomorphic to v(pQ), p run- 
ning over some (arbitrary finite) set of dominant weights. 
PROOF. a) is an immediate consequence of the definition of v(J”). 
b) The fact that a $&module A4, dim M< 00, admitting a filtration with com- 
position factors of the form P(,~~fl) is 8 -‘-free, follows directly from the fact 
that any extension of finite dimensional %-‘-free modules is free. Let now M, 
dimM<oo, be 8-r-free. In order to construct the desired filtration on A4 it 
obviously suffices to construct an injection 
for a certain po. (Considering then M/v(&O) instead of A4 we will have an 
injection v(prl) 4 M/v(@), etc.) Although M is not necessarily &?-semi- 
simple, M decomposes as a direct sum of generalized weight spaces: 
(2.1) M= @ IV,, 
7s.H. 
M,, being defined by 
m,EM,, a DzEbJ: VhEti(h-q(h))“m,=O. 
Each Mq is a .X-module and admits a filtration with composition factors iso- 
morphic to vu, DE (0, l}. Let p. be a %-maximal weight among the weights 
occurring in (2.1) and miuo EM,, be a generator of an irreducible %-submodule 
in Mp,,; tip,, = ~~ E 77,. The maximality of p. implies that U(%-‘) acts freely on 
m,, (since expressing m,, in the form 1, U;mi, where UiE U(B-‘) and miEM 
are free generators, we see immediately that Ui EC for any i and that all mi 
with Ui #O are of weight po). Furthermore U(S,)m,,, is obviously a finite 
dimensional Bo-module with Bo-highest weight po, and is thus irreducible since 
any finite dimensional highest weight go-module is irreducible. By Frobenius 
duality the injection U(~o)mpO 4 ‘V induces a morphism of be-modules 
Since ~(10 ~~~0089mP,)=mP, and U(V’) acts freely as on 1 @U(w,gw~) m,, as 
well as on mPO, ker JJ~ {U(%‘)(l@ U(?400g~) m,, } = 0. This is now sufficient to 
conclude that w is an injection. Indeed, the smallest $5submodule of P(@) 
is generated by (rIacd,(d_) g,)mPO and therefore (rIaedl(l_) g,)m,,4 ker w im- 
plies ker v/ = 0. The proof of b) is complete. w 
Let us construct now a specific %-‘-free resolution of V3(ns) for 
dim V,(l’) < M. Assume that V is an arbitrary %-semi-simple finite dimen- 
sional $-module and let I&(,@), i = 1, . . . , 1, be all irreducible subfactors 
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of K Denote by ut, . . . . o[ representatives in I/ of the S-highest vectors of 
k&q), *a*, VBo(F) (the weight of Ui is pi) and consider the S?-submodule I& 
of Vgenerated by o,, . . . , II,. It is essential to note that if p is any weight of V,, 
thenC1=Cli+C,,,,aand~+C..,, Gf=/lj for certain i, j, lli, jlt, Zi,4Cd(sB). 
Indeed p =,Ui + Cael, a for some i, Zi Cd (3) simply because V, is generated 
byu~,..., u1 over 33, and the observation that the weights of all S&singular vec- 
tors in V, are again among pi, . . . ,pct gives that also p+ Ea., a=pj for some 
j, ~cLI(B). Furthermore, the %?Z-module I& determines a natural surjection 
of B-modules 
VB being a B-‘-free %-module. Iterating the construction of this surjection one 
obtains now a %-‘-free resolution of any S-semi-simple finite dimensional 
module V: 
. . . -.??k%+ (kerp,), A V, (Okerpv - (PV - v. 
In the case when V= Vs(A6) we will denote this resolution by IV?‘-+ V,(A”), 
where M?S=(... -+~/“_$M,!~,!!..L!+ . . . %Mi6). Clearly &Zt’= v(ns) and the 
map a)vS(~s) coincides with the canonical surjection v(ns) + V’(ns). Further- 
more if V(,U,~) are the composition factors of M/d (according to the filtration 
of Mf6 from Lemma 2.1, b), one sees immediately that for any j, pU is a 
weight of the S%module (ker di_t)s . We will use the latter observation in the 
proof of the relative typical character formula to which we turn now. 
2.2. A “relative” typical character formula and some applications 
In the rest of the paper we shall not consider the case 9 = osp(2 + ne) because, 
as pointed out in 1.2, the Bernstein-Leites character formula (1.8) is valid for 
any finite dimensional irreducible osp(2+ n&)-module V,(nd). (As an easy 
exercise the reader can derive from (1.8) also formula (2.2) below for a suitably 
defined subsuperalgebra .Xcosp(2+ne).) We shall thus concentrate on the 
cases 8 =gl(m + ne),sl(m + ne), p(m),sp(m). Let X, be the Lie subsuperalgebra 
of 8 = gl(m + ne), sl(m + ne) generated by ti and the root spaces 8, for a = 
f(ea-8&, a=m-r+l,..., m, b=l,..., s, and XS be the Lie subsuperalgebra 
of ~9 =p(m),sp(m) generated by 95’ and 8, for a= ~(E,+Q,) (if a=&,++,, 
then a#b), a,b=l,..., s. We set 
c 36, for B = gl(m + ne), sl(m + ns) LX::= % for ?J = p(m),sp(m). 
It is clear that one has a canonical injection of the set of roots of XI(X) into 
d. Furthermore for any p ES* we shall denote by pz the image of p in 
z*/(Cd(X)). 
The following result is the main result of $2. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let A E cfW be such that A + Q is “typical modulo XI”, i.e. 
- (A+~,a)#0 for any a~d~\(d,nd(X)) in case %=gl(m+ne),sl(m+ne) 
- (A+~)P-(A+e)P+lr2 (or equivalently AP>AP+l) for any p, mrpzs, in 
case 8 = p(m),sp(m). 
Then 
(2.2) chV,(l’)=i. C sgnw.w(chV,~s/(16).e@o. n (1 + sea)) 
WEW aEdl(SB_),u@dW) 
for D = C WE w sgn we ew(@O). 
PROOF. Consider the natural “X-relative” z-gradation on %: $9 = @,EZ $(I), 
determined by the equalities 
deg SAP = 
+l for /3eO(.X) 
0 for PEA(X), 
/l being any simple root of LB. Clearly g(O) =.X. Putting deg 1’ = 0 fixes a com- 
patible Z-gradation on any highest weight %-module with highest weight 
space A6. Furthermore the requirement that Mj6+ V,(A.‘) be a complex of 
Z-graded @modules (the differential preserving the Z-gradation) determines a 
unique “X-relative” Z-gradation on Mf” : M/” = 0, M:“(l) for each i. (It has 
an obvious step-by-step construction.) The subcomplex M!“(O) is then a resolu- 
tion of the irreducible g(O)-module V BoX(A”) and therefore in particular 
ch VB,,(As)=C, (-l)‘chMt’(O). If 0C(~~6),C...C(M;ld)~C...C~~d is the 
%-filtration on M/” with composition factors v(~,$j), setting (M~d)j (0) := 
(M:‘)j fl M:‘(O) we obtain a X-filtration on M:‘(O). The composition factors 
of this filtration shall be denoted by v($“)(O). The following is the key fact 
in the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the conditions of the theorem I/(&y)(O) 2: v(p,y)* for 
all i, j, where V(,U~)~= U(.%‘)OU~J(,+BcIx~ VBnx(pUK) for any PEE*, KEZ~. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2. One sees immediately that the statement of the lemma 
is a direct consequence of the equality (pij)x = I, for any i, j. Therefore our 
aim is to prove that indeed (,U;j)x = A, for all i, j. Furthermore it is enough to 
show that if pi r, . . . ,,D:~ are the weights of the B-highest vectors of the irre- 
ducible subfactors of the B-module ker di- 1, then (~i)~ = **a = (z& = I, for 
any i. Indeed the equalities 
Pij=Pi+ C a, /if =/lij+ C a 
lx E I, a E Is 
for certain r,s and certain Z,,Z,EA(S?) (established in 2.1), together with the 
explicit form of the roots of .B (0.1.2) imply that if (pi), = *.. = (,u& = AS, 
then also (pij)s/ = I, for any j. 
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Let us prove now by induction on i that (~f)~ = ... = (p&, = I, separately 
for the cases B =gl(m +n~),sl(m+ne) and $3 =p(m),sp(m). Assume B = 
gl(m + ne),sl(m + ne). Then, since y’ t, . . . , p:, are a-highest weights of irreducible 
subfactors of P(,?‘), Lemma 0.2 can be applied to each pair p,!,n and it gives 
(for any j) p,!=n+c:=, al, where a,~di(B_) and (n+e+C:=,, a,,(~~+~)=0 
for all t, 0 I t s k - 1 (a0 = 0 and (Y/, k depend on i,j). It obviously suffices to 
show that al Ed for any 120. First of all the condition of the theorem im- 
plies immediately that aI ELI(X), i.e. that al =c~~--E~ with a>m--r+l, brs. 
For a2 we have two possibilities: either a2 = Bd - E, with a # b, d # a and then 
a2 E d(X) because in this case (A + Q, a2) = 0, or a2 = 6, - E, with c = a or d = b. 
In the latter case however the equality (A + Q + al, a2) = 0 together with the fact 
that Iz E C’ gives c> a (for d = b) or d< b (for c = a) and we obtain again that 
a2 ELI(X). Applying the same argument to (11~ (here one considers the cases 
when (A+e+al,a3)=0 and when (1+e+a,,a3)+O), etc., we obtain that 
a/ ELI(S) for any I, or equivalently that (,u;), =A,. By the above remark this 
gives also (pij)jc = Asc for all j. Assume now that (pi_ I,& = A, for any p. 
Then by the construction of the resolution M?* + V&h’) for any j, ,u; is the 
B-highest weight of an irreducible B-subfactor of P(pi_i j’) for a certain j’ 
(depending on j). Therefore Lemma 0.2 implies pj =,U_ 1 jr + Cf,L, al,, where 
a,,Edl(8_) and (~i_lj’+C::=o a,,)=0 for all t’, Ost’sk’-1 (ao=O), and ex- 
actly the same argument as above gives (p& = A, for any j. This proves the 
lemma for B = gl, sl. 
Let now $9 = p(m), sp(m). Instead of Lemma 0.2 we will use here Proposition 
1.1. Denote by C=(9?=& ,..., ak= Bed) the chain of odd reflections and 
inclusions, such that the order on d, (a_) determined by the sequence of roots 
associated with C (see 0.1.2), is described explicitly in the following way: 
for a>b, c>d, &,+&b<&,+&d e a-Cc or a=c and bed. 
For any (ES:, [(a’)~%: will be the weight for which V,(Y6)=V&([(33i)6’). 
Fix pj,,. Then (by Proposition 1.1) pjO I Iz and in particular F,/~ SC L. But, as we 
will show now, one has pX =AX for any p E C’ such that ,u IIZ. Indeed 
(assuming p to be given) it is sufficient to prove that if p’~ CT,and p’&p, 
then for any i > #(A ,(a_) fl A,(X)) =s(s- 1)/2 the weight ~‘(48’) + oi+ 1 does 
not belong to C’ in case p’(4B’)(h,,+,) =O. We can obviously also assume 
that ,u$ =p*. Consider p’(4Bs(s-‘)‘2) = (p’(4Bs(s-‘)‘2)1, . . . , p’(,9i@-‘)“),). Since 
/& =p.X, !J’(B S(S-1)‘2)r=p:=pr for any r>s. Let now io, &>s(s- 1)/2, be the 
minimal index for which ,~‘(3?~0)@,,+,)=0 or equivalently ru’(@O&, =p’(.%io)p2, 
p2 >pt , where aio+ I = cp, + ep,. Then we claim that p2>p1 + 1. Indeed let p2 = 
p,+l. This givesp’(48io-4)(h,i0+,_g)#0 for all q, lsqIp,-l=p,-2 and thus 
p’(4BiO)p, =& +p2 - 1 =pp, +p2 - 1. However it is obvious that p’(48’0),,1 
& +p2 = ppp2 +p2 and thus the inequality ,upp2 < pp, makes the equality 
p’(@o)(hao+,) =O, or equivalently p’(.%#~)~, =p’(&~)~~, impossible. Therefore 
indeed p2>p, + 1, and the weight p’(.@o) has the form 
(p’($!&)i, ...,p’(z8’i0)p, = p’(48io)p,+1 = **- = p’(48’o)p*, . . ..p’(3?io).). 
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But now it is obvious that @(@~)+a~~ +apz6 c’ because (p’(@o)+a,, +a,&,, = 
~‘(~i~),,+1=~‘(~B’~),,+l>(~‘(~i~)+~p,+~p~)p,+~=~‘(~Bi~)p,. Sett ng jo=jl 
we obtain (z$~), = Asc and thus also (P;~)~ = & for any j. Assume now that 
(pi-i & = A, for all p. Then since for any j, Z$ is the s-highest weight of 
an irreducible subfactor of v(y,?:;y;) for some j’ (depending on j), we have 
pj 5 pi_, j, and in particular p,! SC /_I_, j’. Furthermore since (pi-1 j,)j/ = I,, 
pj_r j, satisfies the condition of the theorem, i.e. is typical modulo X. There- 
fore the above argument applied to /*: and ,Ui_i j’ instead of pjo and ,? gives 
(clj’), =(&I josc and the proof of Lemma 2.2 is complete. 
Lemma 2.2 implies now more or less directly the theorem. Indeed the lemma 
gives 
ch M;” (0) = C ch v( ~7)~ 
and using this equality one shows straightforwardly that 




= C (-1)‘ch M;’ 
5 ( C sgn we w(ch M/‘(O). eeo . n (1 + EON 
bVEW aed,(c),aedw) > 
= k wFw sgn w. w(( ‘$ (-1)’ ch Z@(O)). eeo . n (1 + Eea)) 
uEdl(KLaed(m 
=i Jw sgn w. w(ch VYnjc(Ad). eeo - n (1 + sea)) 
U~dl(l_).U8d(jo 
and Theorem 2.1 is proved. n 
We shall now illustrate Theorem 2.1 by some examples, which in particular 
simplify the explicit character formulas presented earlier in [PS2] (see also the 
Appendix). Fix Z, J, lslzzrn, 1lJln for Y.3 =gl(m+ne),sl(m+ne), and 
respectively I, 1 IZsm, for B =p(m),sp(m). Set 
LIJ = (dj-E; ( ikZ,,j~ J) CAM for 8=gl,sf 




L, for B =gl,sl 
LI for C9 =p,sp. 
Throughout this section and the Appendix we will refer to the following four 
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cases for A E c’, distinguished by the explicit form of the set of A-marked 
roots MA: 
I: M*=L; 
II: MA=LU{~j+~I+l 1 Vj, PI jsZ> for 8 = p(m),sp(m) and some fixed 
P, l<P<I; 
III: M~=LU{6j_EI_1 1 Vj, J+l>jzQ}U(BJ+i-q 1 Vi, I-1sisP) for 
$2 = gl(m + ne), sl(m + nc), P and Q being fixed with I< PI m, 0 < Q< J; 
IV: M,=LU{BJ+l-~i 1 Vi, Z,sisP} for 8=gl(m+ne),sl(m+ne) and 
Z,IZ, Z<Psm. 
The following are schematic pictures of the marked roots case by case. 
For 8 = gl, sl the intersection of line i and column j represents the root Sj - Ei 









In [PS2] we announced explicit character formulas for FJ =gl in the cases I, 
III, IV. The formula for case IV was especially lengthy (see the Appendix, 
where the formulas from [PS2] are presented). However we shall see im- 
mediately that Theorem 2.1 implies that the much simpler character formula 
for the case I applies also to case IV. This difference in results is explained by 
the fact that the approach of [PS2] uses explicitly the set Mn while Theorem 
2.1 is not that sensitive to the form of ML and in particular does not require 
ML to be a subset of d(X). Theorem 2.1 (together with Proposition A3 from 
the Appendix) gives 
COROLLARY 2.1. 
a) In the cases I, II, IV 
(2.3) 
ES 
ch v,(ns) = D . C sgn we w(e”‘@o . n (1+&F)). 
weW asd,(&)\L 
b) In the case III 
(2.4) 
C sgn w. w(e*+eo . n (l+Eea)+esJ+l-EI-l 
WEW aed1(98_)\Mi 
. (~+~~J+l-~P+l+e~Q-l-~l-l) 
n (1 + ee”)). 
acd,(~_)\(M1Ula+Gp_,-& ,_I? a,+,-++,D 
PROOF. a) The statement is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1. Set 
1 
Xi-I,.J for FJ =gl, sl in case I and in case IV for P< m 
LX::= XI for $ = p,sp in cases I and II 
Sm-I,J+l in case IV for P = m. 
Then we claim that the pair 1,X satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.1. Indeed 
it is straightforward to check that 1 EC; has respectively the form 
L =(A,,...,&, &+,=&+2=..*=&, &+*=...=Am+J=-&, 
1 m+J+lr --** ?L ) m+n 9 
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where L;+S(m-n_2i+l)+~,+j ++(m+n-2j+l)fO for any i<Z or j>J 
for Q = gZ(m + ne), sZ(m + ne) in case I; 
where 1, > AI,. , > **a >A, for 8 = p(m),sp(m) in cases I and II; 
1 = (A,, . ..) &?-P-l, &7-p= ... =&_I_,, L,_,=... =&=A,_,-J, 
A m+, = . . . - -1 m+J= -&t-,9 2 l?l+J+1=h?l+.I+m-P~ 
A mtJt29***, 1) mtn 3 
where l; + f(m - n - 2i + 1) + Im+j ++(m+n-2j+l)#O for any i<m-P or 
j > m + J- 1 for B = gl(m + ne), sl(m + ne) in case IV; 
Let us verify the explicit form of Iz for instance in case II. Recall the 
order on d ,(a_) introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Since e = (j(3m + 1), 
+(3m-1),+(3m-3),...,+ (m + 3)), all roots of d ,(a_) fl d(X) come first and 
all roots with numbers less or equal to +(Z(Z- 1)) are marked, we obtain im- 
mediately that 1i = ... = AI. The dominancy of A gives AIt1 sL,, but the fact 
that IMP \ {a, ,...,~~(I-l)/2~={(T(I(I-*)/2)+P,...r acIcI- 1j,2j + I) implies more pre- 
cisely that A1 - II+ 1 = P- 1, i.e. in particular Iz, > AI+ 1 since P > 1. Furthermore 
4lAt1 for any trZ+ 1 again by the dominancy of I, and since 1,=,l,+i for 
some tr Z+ 1 would mean that the root E, + et + 1 is marked, we have Iz, > A,, , 
for all t rZ+ 1. The arguments in the other cases are similar (for C?J = gl,sl it is 
also convenient o consider a certain order on d i(.9?Z_) in which the roots from 
d, (3%) n d (x) come first). 
The above explicit forms for L make it evident that in cases I, II and IV, I 
is indeed typical modulo a, that L =A 1(S3_) fl d(S), and furthermore that 
in all three cases ch k&o,@“) equals simply ede’. Therefore formula (2.3) is 
nothing but formula (2.2) applied to the concrete situation considered and the 
proof of a) is complete. 
b) The condition on MA implies here that ,l E c,t is of the form 
(A 1,...,&2, &-I,&= . ..=IZ.=&_,+l-Q, &,,+,=...=&,,tJ=-&, 
A m+J+1 =I m+l-m+P, &+J+29-.e9h+n)y 
where Ai + +(m - n - 2i + 1) + A, +j ++(m+n-2j+l)+O for isZ-2 or jz 
J+2. Set x=.%$.-I+,, Jfl. It is again a tautology that the pair I,N satis- 
fies the condition of Theorem 2.1 and the only problem is to compute 
ch Vsnx(A”). We shall do this now using an argument from the Appendix. 
Let Y”:= (S’(((48 n.N)_)t)/Ann~)o, u being a highest vector of VsenX(ns) 
and Ann? being the annihilator of u in s’(((@ fl%)_),). YX is a ((48 nYl)_)O- 
module and yS$:= Y”Y/Ur’(((&7 n&C)_),) Yx is immediately identified with 
the space of (3 fl X),,-singular vectors in V 8 o&A’). Therefore it is enough to 
compute ch Yscs. But Proposition A3, applied to aiC=sl(m -I+ l+ (J+ 1)~) 
gives that YJy is a direct sum of weight spaces with weights 





A’(x’,y’) := A +sJ+l 
u’=l d=l 
i,s<J+l j,,<I-I 
with x’<Q-1, y’sm-P or x’rQ-1, y’<m--P. 
Note that all these weights are dominant with respect to B fl AC or are not 
(.%? ft X)c-regular. Since (3 fl .%)s-non-regular weights give no contribution 
into ch Y$,, it suffices therefore to examine the action of U”(((.%? nX)_),) 
on the dominant weight spaces. We will show now that if pAl,pn2 E Y” are 
respectively of weights I’ E ci, A2 E c’, then the equality 
(2.5) ZP,I’ = Pn2 
with ZE U”(((B ftX)_)e) is impossible. Indeed the fact that (2.5) is satisfied 
on the weight level gives that 
(2.6) A2=A+6J+1-EI-,+; (sj EI_l)+; (6,+,-&i) 
j=l i=q 
for p< Q - 1, q> P+ 1, and the following two possibilities for A’ and z: 
(2.7) A’ = A + i (dj-&[-I) + F (dJ+*-Ei), weight of .z=E~_~-E~_~, 
j=l i=q-I 
P+l 
(2.8) 2’ = A + C (6j_E[_l) + F (dJ+,-Ei), weight of z=BJ+,-aP+i. 
j=l i=q 
Let now ZP~I =pA2, A’ and z being of type (2.7). Take any (non-zero) 
ge,_z_Eq_,E $?Eq_2_Eqm,. Using the explicit form (2.6) of A2 and the fact that 
pA2 =p2 v for some p2 E U(((S3 flS)_),),z, one checks immediately that 
gEq_2_Eq_,pA2=0. On the other hand (since z is of weight E~_~-E~-,) we can 
represent z in the form 
2 = gEq-,-Eq-2 .A, 
where A E U”(((SI nX)_),) depends on g, for all simple roots a of 
((48n.X)_),, except E~_~-E~_~ (note that q>P+lz1+2, thus q-121+1 
and E~_,-E~_~#E~-~-E~-~). Since gEq_,-Eq_2.Aplll=0 (A commutes by its 
definition with gCq_, Eqm2, and the explicit form (2.7) of A’ gives immediately 
gEq_,-Eq_2pA1= 0 ) we have gEq-2-Eq_, - .zp*l= 0 iff 
(2.9) (~l+Eq_2-EI_,,Eq-2-Eq-l) = 0. 
(2.9) contradicts however to the above explicit form of A, which shows that 
the equality p12 =apAl is impossible for z and A’ of the form (2.7). In the 
same way one proves that pA2 never equals zpA1 for z and A1 of the form (2.8). 
The impossibility of an equality of type (2.5) implies next that the intersection 
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of the space of dominant weight spaces in YJy with the kernel of the map 
Y”-+ Y. & is equal to zero. Therefore 
& ys& = C ,A(W’) + C &(x:-f) _ exponentials of (3 tl X)O-non-regular terms. 
*Y x: Y’ 
Furthermore it is immediate to check that 
Ce GA = ,A. rI (It eea) - E, 
SY as(dl(~_)ndwD\MA 
Ce Xw,Y’) = eA+dl+l-E/-l . (e+ e&+l --EP+l +&Q-l -&I-l) 
x: Y’ 
n (1 + tea) - E’, 
~~~dl~d_~nd~~~~\~~lu~~p~l-~I~-I.~J+I-~P+I~~ 
E and E’ being sums of exponentials of (33 nX)O-non-regular terms. Therefore 
sgn w . w(&?anju)o . (1 ekkY) + C &‘W*Y’))) 
* Y x: Y’ 
n (1 + Eea) 
aE(d,(d_)n~(J0)\M~ 
(I+ ee”))), 
where (@B n.x)o = 3 CapA~~snJI~,~ a, W, is the Weyl group of the semi-simple 
part of X0, and DX:=CwCWXsgnwe w((e@nx)o). Putting (2.10) into (2.2) we 
obtain (2.4). n 
APPENDIX 
For Lie superalgebras of type I highest weight modules V with respect o 33 
(= 33,) have a natural invariant: the annihilitor of a highest vector u E V in 
(the Grassmann algebra) S’((&?_),). For V- I&@‘) we shall denote this an- 
nihilator by Annn. If I + Q is typical, AnnA = 0 (more generally the annihilator 
is zero for any V with B-highest weight A if A + Q is typical). For atypical 
modules AnnA is an interesting invariant and even more we have stated in 
[PS2] that in the cases I, III, IV for (dim &(ns)< 00 and) $9 =gl(m + AX), 
sf(m + 6~) 
ch &(A’) = $ C sgn w. w(e”+eo. ch(S’((B_),)/Ann,)). 
WSW 
We used the explicit form of the character of Annl also in the proof of for- 
mula (2.4) in the present paper. In this Appendix we shall describe for the sake 
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of completeness our method of computation of ch Ann*, presenting in par- 
ticular a proof of the formulas for chAnnA from [PS2] (and making also a 
correction in a formula of [PS2]). 
The key fact in computing ch Ann* is 
PROPOSITION Al. Let A E c;, and U, be the F20-submodufe of S’((.B_),) 
generated by IlasMk g,. Then Ann* = Anns.((B_),) U, .6 
PROOF. Consider the %-module ii((n - zaGMA CX)~+(#~~)~“~~) with B-highest 
vector U. Then, as explained in 0.1.6 (modulo an obvious change in notation), 
we have a canonical injection 
v,(p) 4 v((n - 1 (y)G+(#“n)mod2) 
aeMA_ 
and moreover u = Ci xix,%, where u is a B-highest vector of v&A”), X,~E 
U((B_)& x/ ES’((.%?_)~)/C, xl= 1, xd =c.flapM1 ga, and the vectors x:0 can 
be assumed linearly independent. Obviously YE AnnA iff y. x/ = 0 for all i 
(because x,% are linearly independent and U(W’) acts freely on IY(~J~)o). In 
this way it suffices to show that xj generate WA as a Z2-graded linear space 
over C. First of all, if XE .?BO, 
xu=i [x,x;].x,%+~x~.[x,x,~]~=o 
i=o r=l 
and thus (again because of the linear independence of X’U and the fact that 
U(%-‘) acts freely on U(‘Go)Q [x,x,!] = C, a,!x,’ for certain a,f’e Q=. Let further- 
more t;, tl E U(Bo) and assume that [tf),xi] = C, blx,!, [t;,x;] = C, cik,‘, where 
i=O , . . . . q, b;,clEc. Then for to= t:- ti one has 
- ; [to xl]. [t;,x$+ ; gy,X/] -xl%=o, 
,=o 2’ ; i=O 
] = C (Ai’xf +Bl[tF,x,‘] + C,r[ti,xx,‘]) for some BL, C;,A,‘E C. 
Therefore if to E U(Bo), induction on deg to gives that for any i = 0, . . . , q, 
[t’,x!] belongs to the linear envelope of xd, . . . ,xd. It remains to show only that 
xd , ..: ,xd E U,. This can be easily done by induction on the weight of xi’. In- 
deed xi E U, by definition, and we can assume that xi’ E U, for all j with 
C, PjslP, PEN, where 
(weight X; -weight Xj’) = C Pj,Ys, 
s 
6 Where AnnA B denotes the annihilator of the subset B in a supercommutative ring A. 
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yS running over the simple roots of (a_),. Now the equality g,o = 0 gives for 
any s 
Thus if gYSO.+%#O for some so, there exist d/EC, such that xi’= C, d/[xi, grSO], 
where 
weight xi’, = (weight x/) + yS,. 
In this way g,O. 
8 x00 
x:0= 0 implies x/ E U, for all i with C,p;, =p+ 1. But since 
7 1 , . . . ,X~D are vectors of the irreducible go-module U(FJ,)IJ, for any i there 
exists so with gySoO x[eU # 0. This allows us to conclude that x,$x:, . . . , xi E WA, 
and the proof is complete. n 
PROPOSITION A2. In case I Ann, is the ~o-submodule of S’((S?_)l) generated 
by gD for all BEMA. 
PROOF. Obviously UA is generated (as a S’((S?_)l)-module) by xd = 
c* KM1 gU, and this gives the result immediately. n 
COROLLARY Al. In case I 
(al) chAnnn= n (l+&eY)- n (l+&er). n 
YCdl(W yeMA=L 
Next we consider case III. 
PROPOSITION A3. Let $ =gl(m + ne), sl(m + ne), A E c?;, and MA be as in 
case III. Set B,={cS~--E,_~I~SJ}, B~:={c~~+~-E~I~~Z}, B=B,UB,U 
{a,+, --E~_~}, L’,‘=BnMA, r: #LIP’. Then 
chAnnn= n (1+&e?)- n (l+&eY)+( n (1 +seY)) 
YEdl(d-) YCdl(~-)\L YEdl(~-)\(BUL) 
*(C efl( c EYI+-.+Y, 1 
(a3 






y;ty, for i+j 
PROOF. It is immediate to observe that all monomials 
with VjEB, qj+qp forj#p and #{qjEBe}=J-Q or #{qjEBa}=P-I form 
a base of U,. Annl admits therefore a base of monomials ni g,,, such that if 
yie L for all i, then fli gyi annihilates nj g, for any choice of ~j as above. 
Furthermore the necessary 




and sufficient condition for ni g, to annihilate 
#{Y~EB~)=~-P, YiO=6J+i-EI_i for some i0. 
Therefore the first two summands in (a2) correspond to the case when at least 
on yi E L and the rest corresponds to the case when yi $ L for all i. H 
PROPOSITION A4. Zn case II set B= (Q+E~+~ ( i= 1, . . ..I>. L' :=BnMA, 
r=#L’=Z-P+ 1. Then 
(a3 
chAnn,= lJ (l+&eY)- n (1+&e? 
YEdl(W yed,(R)\L 
+( II (l+ceY)).( i ~~0 C eYl+.,.+Y,) 
YSLl,(~~)\WJL) p=P Y,EB, Y,+Y, for ifp 
PROOF. It is very similar to that of Proposition A3. The monomials 
with qj E B, q?Q #qp for j#q, form a base of iJL. Therefore Anq admits a 
base of monomials of the form II, g,,, such that either YiE L for some i, or 
#{iIyiEB}>#B-r=Z-(I-P+l)=P-1. The first two summands in (a3) 
correspond to the case when Y;E L for some i and the third summand is 
responsible for the remaining case. n 
PROPOSITION A5. In case IV set T={6j-&i(i>ZO, jSJ+l}, B= 
{6J+1 -ei) i2Z}, q=Z-I,, and let YiTc FJ be the subsuperalgebra generated 
by the weight spaces be,, (Y running over T\(BUL)U(-T\(-BU -L)) 
(clearly Y3 T 2: sZ(q + (J + 1)~)). Then 
chAnq= n (l+eeY)- n (l+aeY)+ n (1 +aeY) 
YC~l(W Yedl(B-)\L YEdl(%)\T 
. {( C cp. C eY1+“‘+Yp)- n (l+aeY) 




+( c EP- c eYI+-.+Y, 1 
/l=O n....,v,,~B 
YkfYl 




where ( y1 + ***+yp=Oforp=O),a, )..., aJ+*Ez+, (a1 )...) aJ+#:=(b ,,..., b,), 
if r with a,-i+l>O, a,+l-i+l10 exists 
bi := for i=l,...,q, 
x&b . . . , aJ+,) is the formal character of the irreducible sl(J+ 1)-module 
with highest weight C:z: a,&, and x,((a,, ...,aJ+,)l) - the character of the 
irreducible sl(q)-module with highest weight CT=, -b, E, . (When q I m - P - ,u 
and no al,...,aJ+] with qzal>m-P-p exist, one sets xs(a,,...,aJ+,)= 
xE(h,..-, aJ+#)=@- 
PROOF. It is clear that U, = nred,(S_r,r (1 +g,). (I, for some UrCS’((g,>),7 
where c runs over T. Decomposing Ur with respect to the powers of gc, we 
obtain straightforwardly that 
where Ug :=(nrlEL g,). (Sp-l+l-‘((gy,))). Uk,(,,,), C’EB (note that P-Z+ 1= 
#Bfl MA), and U&,,,) cS”((glj,)) for o=q-r, C”E T\(BUL). It is essen- 
tial to note also that U&(,,,) is a (%r)e-module, and moreover that for 
@‘O* u;\(B”L, is isomorphic to c”V(crBr - E~_~ - a** - .e_ r), where I’(X) de- 
notes here the irreducible (BT)O-module with highest weight x; for asO, 
Uk\(B”L) = 1. 
Using this explicit description of U, we will now compute Anq. First of all 
Annn = ( n 
YELll(fK)\~ 
(1 + g,)) * Anns.((gc))b 
Consider Ann, :=Anns.((gcjjUr. Obviously 
where AnnL, r is the linear envelope of monomial containing at least one factor 
g, with q EL, and Ann,,, .- *- Annrfl S’((g@)), 0 running over T\L. Therefore 
chAnq= n (l+&eY)- n (l+&eY) 
(as) 
YELlI YEdl(K)\L 
+ n (1 +&eY).chAnnriL, 
Ll,(S-)\T 
and in order to obtain (a4) it remains to compute ch Ann,,,. Note now that 
m-I+1 
(a@ Ann T\L= F. Ann;\L, 
’ By ( ) we denote linear envelope. 
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where (m -I+ 1 stands for #B and) 
SP(W) * *““sx,,.,, r~m_P_8 ( 0 %?“L)) 
WI Ann&, = 
I 
for psm-P=#B-#BflM, 
Y((g,,)). S’(@)), for c1> m -P, 
(and as above, C’E B, C”E T(BUL)). Indeed defining Ann&L as the linear 
envelope of all monomials of Ann,,, of degree p with respect to gi,, one 
checks (a7) immediately. But using the isomorphism 
U;\(,“,)=EV(aS* -EI-o-.**-E[-,), 




$2 0, qqal + 
*--+a,+, J+I 6 
pza,t...BaJ+I>m-P-p 
- b,&,_, - .a. - b,.z- 1), 
where(bi ,..., bp)=(al ,..., aJ+l)‘. This completes the proof because (as), (a6), 
(a7), and (a8) evidently imply (a4). w 
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